
  HUNT
 DOWN
TORY
TOFFS

Millions of jobs in peril, Covid-19 on the rampage, test 
and trace collapse, risk of fines if more than six meet. 
But groups of up to 30 poshos can shoot grouse...

ONE LAW FOR 
US... AND IT’S 
ANOTHER FOR 

THEM

BORIS JOHNSON has ensured
his shooting chums are not
affected by new Covid rules
that restrict the rest of us
to socialising in groups of
no more than six

WORKERS MUST 
NOT PAY FOR CRISIS
END OF FURLOUGH COULD PUT 
MILLIONS ON DOLE >>PAGES 4&5

HOW AUSTERITY MADE 
NEW HOMELESS CRISIS 
MAEVE McCLENAGHAN INTERVIEWED  >>PAGES 10&11
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ENVIRONMENT

US wildfires--- 
‘This is a climate 
emergency’
A HUMAN and ecological 
catastrophe is raging through 
the western United States.

Wildfires have destroyed 
thousands of homes since 
mid-August. They are a direct 
result of climate change. 

Beatriz fled Oregon with 
her children. She said, 
“Everything is gone. We have 
to start again from nothing.” 
>>Page 7

LABOUR PARTY

The story of how 
compromise led 
to Corbyn defeat
NEW BOOK Left Out 
holds valuable lessons 
for socialists.

The telling detail is 
how the Independent 
Group split of right wing 
MPs encouraged more 
compromises with the right.

And the right used 
smears of antisemitism to 
undermine Jeremy Corbyn.
>>Page 17

FRANCE

Yellow Vests hold 
protests despite 
police repression
THOUSANDS OF Yellow 
Vests returned to the streets 
of France last Saturday. 

In Paris, cops fired volleys 
of teargas and arrested more 
than 250 people.

Teacher Anne said, “I could 
not stay at home. President 
Macron rules for the rich.” 
>>Page 8
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Billionaires are still cashing 
in on the Coronavirus crisis
“PANDEMIC BE damned”. 
That’s the message from 
Forbes, which calls itself 
“the defining voice of 
 entrepreneurial capitalism.”

I t  r e p o r t e d  l a s t  
week  tha t  “Amer i ca ’ s 
super‑rich are doing better 
than ever”.

The aggregate wealth 
of Forbes’ top 400 list is  
£2.5 trillion. That’s up 8 
 percent from a year ago and 
a record in the four decades 
it has tracked the richest 
Americans’ fortunes.

Ordinary people in the US 
face rampant coronavirus, 
mass unemployment, and 
reduced wages.

But for those at the top it’s 
boom time.

Jeff Bezos, chief execu‑
tive of Amazon, remains in 
the top spot for the third 
 consecutive year. Bezos’ for‑
tune of £138 billion, as of  

24 July, is up 57 percent from 
last year. 

S i n c e  t h e n  F o r b e s 
reported in late August that 
Bezos’ net worth reached a 
 record‑breaking £160 billion, 
with Bezos the first person in 
history to reach this obscene 

milestone. Others to profit 
from the pandemic include 
one of the newcomers on this 
year’s list—Eric Yuan, chief 
executive of Zoom Video 
Communications, with a net 
worth of £8 billion.

“The remarkable growth 

in fortunes of The Forbes 
400 stands out at a time 
o f  p a n d e m i c ‑ i n d u c e d 
 economic upheaval,” said  
Kerry A Dolan, assistant 
 managing editor of Wealth 
at Forbes.

“Much of the wealth is 
highly concentrated. 

“The top 21 richest on the 
list—there is a tie at number 
20—account for 42 percent 
of the total wealth.”

A  r e c o r d  2 3 3  U S 
 billionaires did not make the 
cut this year, falling short of 
the £1.6 billion minimum 
needed to make the list. 

As the Forbes’ report was 
published, it was revealed 
that Amazon’s main British 
business paid only 3 percent 
more tax last year. 

Th i s  was  desp i te  a 
35  percent rise in profits to 
nearly £102 million.

lTHE GOVERNMENT’S benefits 
department has been rapped by 

the Health and Safety Executive. The 
Department for Work and Pensions had 
“insufficient” social distancing at its 
Leeds office, an investigation found. 

Photos showed staff congregating 
round a computer screen. And there 
was a thin walkway that passed close 
to desks where people could work.

 Trump lied over virus 
and 190,000 have died
US PRESIDENT Donald 
Trump admitted that 
he may have misled the 
public about the threat 
Covid-19—but he said he 
had good reasons. He told 
journalist Bob Woodward 
he had downplayed 
the virus threat.

Asked if he had misled 
the public, the president 
said, “Well, I think if you 
said in order to reduce 
panic, perhaps that’s so.”

He added, “The fact is, 
I’m a cheerleader for this 
country. I love our country 
and I don’t want people 
to be frightened. I don’t 
want to create panic.” 

Later he said, “If you 
look at our numbers, our 
fatality numbers compared 
to other countries, it’s 

amazing what we’ve done. 
Especially with the country 
the size we have, we’ve 
done an incredible job.” 

Coronavirus-related 
deaths in the US—which 
stand at more than 
190,000—account for a 
fifth of the global total. It 
is equivalent to one death 
per 1,700 Americans. 

The US has one of the 
highest fatality rates per 
100,000 population.

Tory election fraudster 
faces jail over forms
A TORY party election 
agent who forged 
candidate nomination 
forms in the 2018 local 
elections is facing jail. 

Diana Danescu 
obtained voters’ 
signatures by posing as 
a representative from 
the Labour Party and the 
Green Party—or by just 
forging them. 

She carried out the 
offences when working as 
an election agent for  
29 Conservative 
candidates in the Hackney 
council elections.

One resident found 
her own name listed as 
an assentor for three 
Tory candidates, and 
they “would certainly not 

have supported the Tory 
candidate”, the court was 
told. 

When an election 
agent for the Trade 
Unionist and Socialist 
Coalition election agent 
was found guilty of a 
similar offence he was 
jailed for 15 months. 

It will be interesting to 
see what the Tory gets.

Super-yachts 
safe haven in 
pandemic
THE SUPER-RICH of 
Monaco have been denied 
their Formula One Grand 
Prix and their Masters 
tennis tournament 
because of the pandemic. 

But don’t feel too sorry 
for them. “When the 
world is so affected by 
Covid-19 we have no right 
to rejoice,” said one of 
the principality’s private 
bankers. “But we will have 
a very good year.” 

The tax haven home of 
retail tycoon Philip Green, 
Jim Ratcliffe of chemicals 
group Ineos and racing 
driver Lewis Hamilton is 
booming.

As the Financial 
Times newspaper said, 
“The pandemic has 
plunged economies into 
recession but the strong 
performance of global 
financial markets has in 
many cases increased the 
wealth of the ultra-rich, 

and highlighted the 
attractions of bolt-
holes such as Monaco.” 
Monaco’s attractions are 
“personal safety through 
strict policing and video 
surveillance as well as 
financial protection and 
excellent healthcare”. 

Herve Ordioni heads 
a committee for the 
promotion of Monaco as a 
financial centre and is also 
chief executive of the local 
operation of Edmond de 
Rothschild. 

He said his staff had 
to deal with six times as 
much trading as normal 
during the lockdown. “It 
was massive,” he said. 
“We had an unbelievable 
amount of activity.”  

The super-yacht sector 
on which Monaco partly 
depends is humming too. 

Bernard d’Alessandri, 
secretary-general of 
the yacht club, says 
the pandemic has 
severely disrupted the 
Mediterranean charter 
business this season.

Super-yachts can cost 
as much as £600,000 a 
week to rent. 

But sales are holding up 
because the very wealthy 
can still afford to buy and 
are increasingly searching 
for “a place of refuge” in 
uncertain times. 

DWP in Leeds

‘‘THE THINGS 
THEY SAY
‘We’ll put them 
down very 
quickly if they do 
that. We have the 
right to do that’
US president Donald Trump 
vowing to crush any ‘riots’ 
that occur should he win the 
election

‘Look, it’s called 
insurrection. We 
just send in, we 
do it very easy’’
Donald Trump continued his 
war against grammar

 ‘This is obviously 
proving difficult 
because he is 
his son and it’s 
playing down his 
role in the royal 
family.’
A palace spokesperson 
explains how they are 
‘airbrushing’ Prince Andrew out 
of the celebrations of Prince 
Phillip’s 100th birthday

‘We are 
extremely sorry’
Arcadia Group, owned by 
Phillip Green which has taken 
millions of furlough money 
reverses its decision to under 
pay staff facing job cuts

‘Its a bit 
problematic 
if you are on a 
Zoom call’
Claire Longworth, from bird 
rescue charity Birdline, which 
has seen a dramatic rise in 
parrots put up for adoption
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l A TORY council has given £50,000 
to support despised hunters through 

the Covid crisis. MPs and campaigners 
have slammed Shropshire County 
Council’s “disgraceful” use of public 
funds.  
     The businesses receiving funds are 
drag hunts. The council has declined 
to disclose the hunts involved—classed 
as businesses under the government’s 
emergency rate relief scheme.

Donald Trump

Amazon chief executive Jeff Bezos has £160 billion in the bank

Monaco

Diana Danescu



Schools on 
brink of 
outbreaks
SCORES OF schools across 
England have closed or 
partially closed after positive 
coronavirus cases. 

The chaos is a result of 
how the Tories have refused 
to make schools safe for 
children and workers.  

Thousands of children 
have been sent home across 
Greater Manchester. 

More than 40 schools had 
reported a positive virus 
case just days after schools 
reopened.  

Parent Leah, said the 
chaos “disproportionately” 
affects poorer people. 

“We live in Moss Side,” 
she said. “Of course bubbles 
are bigger in Moss Side than 
other places.  

“Three days in and one 
child is off. 

“How long before our 

other two children are off 
for two weeks—one in a high 
school bubble of 240, the 
other in a nursery/reception 
bubble of 180?”  

At least 13 schools and 
colleges across Yorkshire 
have been affected. 

Some 14 schools in 
Birmingham were closed or 
partly closed after positive 
cases.  

In London, coronavirus 
cases have been found 
at schools in Hounslow, 
Bromley, Sydenham, 
Croydon and Lewisham. 

One Croydon primary 
school closed as a  
result.  

Many more schools will 
remain open despite  
children or workers having 
the virus because they can’t 
get tested or don’t have 
symptoms.  

Posh Eton College doesn’t 
have that problem. 

Students there were 
tested privately for 
coronavirus on arrival at the 
school.

Several are now isolating 
after testing positive.  

Tory testing catastrophe 
pushes virus to spread
by SADIE ROBINSON

THOUSANDS OF used coronavi-
rus tests are being thrown away 
because there isn’t the capacity to 
analyse them. The shocking news 
means that many people who have 
taken a test will never get a result.  

It’s an indictment of the Tories’ 
handling of the crisis and shows 
they have utterly lost control of the 
pandemic.  

Leaked documents showed that 
Britain is sending swabs to Italy and 
Germany to be tested, according to 
the Sunday Times newspaper.  

The Department of Health report 
marked “Official: sensitive” shows 
there is a backlog of 185,000 tests 
that need analysing.  

But tests must be analysed quickly 
otherwise any virus they have picked 
up will die, giving a false negative 
result.  

Private firm Randox threw away 
12,401 used swabs in a single day on 
2 September. The firm has “voided” 
over 35,000 used tests since the start 
of August.  

One source claimed that thou-
sands of used tests analysed in 
Germany could be voided after being 
 transported at the wrong temperature.  

The company confirmed that 
some tests were voided due to “time 
expired”.  

Capacity
The leaked report also showed that 
most labs in Britain are  working 
under their capacity because of 
“chaos” in supply chains.  

The Tories claim the system has 
the ability to carry out 375,000 tests 
a day. But at the start of September, 
just 62,000 tests were being carried 
out daily.  

Many people can’t get tests—or 
are advised to travel hundreds of 
miles to a testing centre.  

Bolton currently has the highest 

infection rate in Britain. Yet there 
were no tests available on the gov-
ernment’s online booking system 
between Thursday and Saturday.  

Disgracefully, the government 
tried to blame ordinary people. 
The Department of Health com-
plained, “We are seeing a significant 
demand, including from people who 
do not have symptoms and are not 
 otherwise eligible.”  

Despite the Tories’ rationing of 
tests, positive cases are still rising 
sharply. Last weekend saw the 
 biggest Saturday increase for four 
months, with a further 3,497 posi-
tive cases.  

The government’s latest R value, 
which estimates how many people 
someone with the virus will infect, is 
between 1 and 1.2.  

Any value over 1 means the virus 
will spread rapidly. A separate study 
by researchers at Imperial College 
London (ICL) estimated that R is 1.7 
across Britain.  

And officials say the rise in cases 
is not simply a reflection of more 
tests being carried out. Professor 
Paul Elliot from ICL said, “What we 
are seeing is evidence of an epidemic 
and not a result of increased testing 
capacity.”  

Birmingham was one of the latest 
cities to be put under local lockdown 
measures last week. 

Over seven million people are now 
under local lockdowns. And more 
areas were added to Public Health 
England’s “watchlist” of places of con-
cern, including Sheffield, Sunderland 
and Merseyside.  

The pandemic has shown how a 
system based on making profit for a 
few puts our lives at risk.

Vaccine likely to take years
THERE WILL be no global vaccine 
for coronavirus until the end of 
2024, a pharmaceutical boss has 
warned.  

Adar Poonawalla from the 
Serum Institute of India told the 
Financial Times newspaper that 
firms aren’t increasing production 
quickly enough.  

“It’s going to take four to five 
years until everyone gets the 
vaccine on this planet,” he said.  

It will be the poorest who are 
denied vaccines. 

Already, the US and countries in 
Europe have placed big pre-orders 
on vaccines.  

Britain has signed deals for 
six potential vaccines. The US is 
aiming to get 300 million doses of 

a vaccine by January.  
The charity Doctors Without 

Borders warned that such deals 
create “a dangerous trend of 
vaccine nationalism by richer 
nations”. 

This leaves fewer vaccines 
available to people in poorer 
countries.  

Adar Poonawalla—‘four or five years’

Students are at risk
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Covid rules mean women 
are giving birth alone
WOMEN are 
demanding NHS 
bosses act after 
harsh coronavirus 
restrictions leave 
them facing giving 
birth alone.

Tobi Oredein, 
who joined in the 
#ButNotMaternity 
social media 
campaign, said, “This 
needs to be addressed 
immediately by the 
government. 

“I gave birth 
by myself and my 
husband didn’t see 
our baby until she 
was three days old. 
Giving birth alone was 
the most traumatic 
experience of my life. 

“We must do better 
by those giving birth 
during this time.”

Under the current 
rules, women are 
forced to labour 
without their birth 
partner until they 
are four centimetres 
dilated.

Partners aren’t 
allowed at any 
maternity or postnatal 
appointments. And 
they’re not allowed to 
be there to support 
pregnant women 
during pre-operative 
preparation for a 
caesarean section.

#ButNotMaternity 
has exploded 
throughout Twitter, 
with thousands of new 
parents sharing their 
stories and tweeting 

their support.
Many are pointing 

to the hypocrisy of 
tough restrictions on 
maternity care while 
restrictions are lifted 
across the retail, 
leisure and education 
sectors.

NHS England 
published new 
guidance last Tuesday 
on how hospitals can 
“reintroduce” partners 
into maternity 
services.

But the government 
says it’s up to 
individual hospital 
trusts to decide their 
policy on easing 
Covid-19 restrictions.

And campaigners 
are saying the 
guidance doesn’t go 
far enough.

It advises trusts 
“tailor your policies 
to your local situation 

to be innovative in the 
way you reintroduced 
visiting”.

And it recommends 
a phased approach 
into allowing other 
adults normal 
maternity practices. 

But for many 
women, this will come 
far too late.

The nature of the 
coronavirus restriction 
is shaped by a sexist 
society that declares 
that childrearing 
is a woman’s 
responsibility.

Parents, workers 
and campaigners 
should keep the 
pressure on the 
government to put 
the needs of women 
first and relax the 
restrictions placed on 
maternity care.
Longer version at  
bit.ly/LonePregnancy

Maternity rules hit women

Employers are still failing to 
implement virus precautions 
LESS THAN half of 
workers say bosses 
have introduced social 
distancing in the 
workplace, according 
to a survey by the TUC 
union federation. 

Only 38 percent 
knew their boss 
had carried out a 
Covid-secure risk 
assessment—even 
though it’s a legal 
requirement to carry 
one out and show 
staff.

And just 42 percent 
reported being given 
adequate personal 
protective equipment. 

The findings 
come a week after 
health secretary Matt 
Hancock claimed 
the “vast majority” 
of workplaces were 
Covid secure in a bid 

to push people back 
to work. 

Frances O’Grady, 
TUC general secretary, 
said, “If we don’t deal 
 
 
 with the public health 
crisis, we won’t be 
able to deal with the 
economic one.

“Rather than  
trying to bully people 
back into offices, 
ministers should 
change the law to 
require all employers 
to publish their risk 
assessments and 
make sure workplaces 
are safe.

“And they should 
crack down on bad 
bosses who risk their 
workers’ lives. 

“As we saw with 
Leicester, it only takes 

one bad boss playing 
fast and loose with 
workers’ safety to shut 
down an entire city.”

Socialist Worker  16 September 2020

Misery for 
workers as 
hundreds of 
thousands 
to lose jobs   
by TOMÁŠ TENGELY-EVANS

UNEMPLOYMENT WILL be the 
worst “in at least a generation” 
by the autumn as Tories and 
bosses try to make workers pay 
for the coronavirus crisis. 

Over 700,000 workers could be 
thrown into unemployment this 
autumn, according to a new report 
by the Institute for Employment 
Studies (IES). 

The job cuts are on top of the 
240,000 people who had lost their 
jobs by June. This means that the 
total number of people thrown out 
of work could top one million in the 
coming months. 

The IES said the redundan-
cies “will almost certainly exceed 
 anything experienced in at least a 
generation” and “be comfortably the 
highest level since this data series 
began in 1995”. 

Millions more fear for their jobs as 
the Tories wind down the coronavi-
rus job retention scheme.

Furlough
The furlough scheme saw the state 
subsidise bosses for wages by 80 
percent but Chancellor Rishi Sunak 
decreased support to 70 percent on 
1 September.

And he plans to cut it further to 
60 percent from 1 October—before 
scrapping the whole scheme com-
pletely on 31 October.

Almost 700,000 people could 
become destitute in the last three 
months of the year if the Tories 
withdraw coronavirus support to 
low-paid households. 

The Trussell Trust said that fami-
lies would be unable to meet basic 
needs when the furlough and the 
temporary £20 a week increase to 
the Universal Credit end. 

And it warned that stopping the 
furlough scheme could make food 
bank use surge by 61 percent. 

Chief executive Emma Revie said, 
“Our research finds that Covid-19 
has led to tens of thousands of new 
people needing to use a food bank 
for the first time. 

“If we don’t take action now, 

there will be further catastrophic 
rises in poverty in the future.” 

The TUC union federation 
launched the No Going Back to 
Normal campaign at its virtual con-
gress this week. Unison union leader 
Dave Prentis called on the Tories to 
“reverse a decade of neglect”.

“Everyone is desperate to get 
back to normal,” he said. “However, 
‘normal’ cannot mean a return to 
low pay, penny-pinching and public 
services staff being undervalued.

“The government must invest 
properly in public services and 
respect workers by paying them 
fairly and keeping them safe.” 

Unions leaders must be forced to 
turn words into action as a matter 
of urgency. 

The People Before Profit  network 
is launching an “emergency pro-
gramme for jobs, services and 
safety” at an online meeting on 29 
September. 

Speakers include Labour MP John 
McDonnell PCS union general sec-
retary Mark Serwotka, CWU union 
president Jane Loftus, Bfawu union 
president Ian Hodson and health 
worker Karen Reissmann.

Activists have to win support 
for programme throughout unions 
and the movements—and organise 
action. 

Only a fight in the workplaces 
and streets will stop the Tories and 
bosses making workers pay for the 
coronavirus crash.
Go to bit.ly/PBPLaunch for details of 
the launch

BACK STORY
lAs bosses seek to restore 
profits, Britain could be facing 
unemployment levels that have 
not been seen since the 1980s or 
even the Great Depression of the 
1930s
lThe Office for National 
Statistics said the economy 
contracted by 20.4 percent 
between April and June this year.
lIn response to these figures, 
Chancellor Rishi Sunak said, 
“hard times are here”

FOOD BANK use is soaring as unemployment and poverty hit 

Walkouts in workplaces prove 
that we can challenge the bosses 
WALKOUTS IN Glasgow and 
Bristol show that it’s possible to 
take on bosses who put workers’ 
health in danger. 

Bin workers in Glasgow have 
successfully won concessions 
over health and safety after a 
walkout last week. 

Around 100 workers gathered 
outside the city chambers on 
George Square on Tuesday of 
last week. Workers have been 
on reduced hours—on full 
pay—to protect their health and 
safety during the coronavirus 
pandemic.

The workers’ action was 
triggered by management’s 
attempt to bring about a return 
to normal working on Monday. 

Council bosses and union 
officials struck a deal that saw a 
return to work last Wednesday.  

Chris Mitchell, a GMB union 
convenor, said, “For some reason 
the council are trying to extend 
the work hours for certain bits of 
the service when we’re in a semi-
lockdown within Glasgow.

“Measures are in place that 
have been working. Why do they 

want to risk that and put our 
members at risk?

“What’s the point in increasing 
the hours now if we have to go 
back to the old reduced hours in 
a few weeks?”

The number of coronavirus 
cases in Scotland reached a four 
month high less than one week 
after the walkout.

A total of 221 people tested 
positive for the virus in the 24 
hours to Sunday, the highest 
daily figure since 8 May.

Meanwhile, workers at a 

Bristol branch of The Range shop 
are reported to have walked out 
over coronavirus safety fears. 

One worker said, “Basically 
we are being asked to choose 
between our health or the job.

“They are putting money 
before staff and they should be 
held accountable.” 

The Bristol Live website said 
one staff member at the Stoke 
Gifford store has contracted 
Covid-19.

Another worker said, “They 
are refusing to close the store 
for a deep clean even though the 
infected member of staff was in 
store for a week.

“We feel like we have no 
power or say and that the 
business is putting their profits 
first.”

The worker alleged that staff 
had not been allowed time off, 
even as a holiday, to go to get 
tested. 

They also added, “We have 
been told that if we leave work 
or do not turn up because of the 
Covid-19 scare then we will be in 
disciplinaries.”

Workers at The Range walked out

WHAT WE THINKWHAT WE THINKWHAT WE THINKWHAT WE THINKWHAT WE THINKWHAT WE THINKWHAT WE THINK

IT’S ONE RULE FOR US AND 
ANOTHER FOR THE RICH

 N
EW regulations came 
into force this week 
meaning that no more 
than six people could 
gather together.

They were touted as an attempt 
to bear down on the spread of 
coronavirus. But the class-based 
application of such rules was 
immediately revealed by the 
exemptions for grouse shooters 
and other blood sports.

Yet again it’s one law for us and 
another for the rich and those at 
the top of the government.

A child’s birthday party of seven 
should be reported to police 
by neighbours, say government 
ministers. But groups of up to 30 
gilded gunmen blasting birds are fine.

The government’s whole 
approach is sunk in hypocrisy.

No more than six together—
unless it’s in a factory or an office, 
a shopping centre, a school or a 
university. It’s safe only if there’s a 
till present or there’s a chance to 
boost profit-making.

The new regulations will be 
backed by fines.

 Individuals who gather in 
numbers over six could be fined 
£100 and organisers of larger 
gatherings can face a £10,000 fine.  
Those who are repeatedly fined 

could pay up to £3,200.  In addition 
we have been promised an army of 
“Covid marshals”. 

The government hadn’t 
managed to define their powers 
by the start of this week. But they 
will apparently be patrolling town 
centres, parks and train stations to 
break up groups.

We know who will be hit first 
and hardest by all these measures. 
It will be young people, particularly 
black young people, gathering in a 
park or for a rave.

And although there are some 
exemptions for protesters, the 
police will have discretion to 
threaten those they don’t like.The 
Tories are readying even greater 
restrictions. Home secretary Priti 

Patel was reported last weekend 
to be preparing “sweeping new 
powers to remove climate 
demonstrators who disrupt 
businesses or transport links”.

It is likely that “it will become 
an offence for protesters to 
superglue or chain themselves 
to vehicles, trains or railings to 
disrupt lawful activity”.

And “ministers are also 
expected to make public nuisance 
a statutory criminal offence, 
carrying tougher sentences”.

The immediate target was said 
to be Extinction Rebellion climate 
activists. We can guarantee such 
measures will also be used against 
Black Lives Matter protesters, 
militant trade unionists and 
anyone deemed actively hostile to 
the government and bosses.

The right to protest is under 
threat, and it needs to be 
defended. The best way to do it is 
to exercise that right.

Every protest organiser will 
be aware of the need for safety 
measures. Working class people 
and black people have been hit 
hardest by the tens of thousands 
of unnecessary deaths.

But we can’t allow the 
government to smuggle though 
even more attacks on all our rights.

STOP THE JOBS MASSACRE
 PEOPLE ARE being thrown 

out of work at the sharpest 
rate since the recession in 

2009. But the unemployment crisis 
is even deeper than the official 
jobless count.

Around five million workers, 
including those on furlough, 
were “away from work” in July, 
according to new figures from the 
Office for National Statistics on 
Tuesday. Of those, 2.5 million were 
away from their jobs for three 
months or longer.

Furloughed workers face joining 

the 156,000 people who lost their 
jobs in the three months to July. 

The five million includes many 
who are unemployed in all but 
name. Workers on casual or zero 
hours contracts weren’t officially 
furloughed or laid off but have 
gone without work.

Urgent action is needed to 
address the growing avalanche of 
job losses. It will take more than 
platitudes.

Speaking to the TUC union 
federation conference on Tuesday, 
Labour leader Keir Starmer 

called for financial support to 
continue for some sectors after 
the furlough ends in October. 
Beyond that, his solution is “a bit 
of imagination” and to be “willing 
to put party differences aside”. 

Unemployment shows how 
chaotic capitalism is. There’s plenty 
of work that needs doing. But 
people are sacked because it’s not 
profitable for the bosses. 

Unions need to mobilise action 
that protects jobs—and that 
means breaking from the logic of 
the profit system. 

It’s safe only if 
there’s a till 
present or a 
chance to boost 
profit making

‘‘ 

Sign up to our morning newsletter Breakfast in Red 
and get the latest news every day. 

For updates and analysis on the stories that matter go 
to socialistworker.co.uk/breakfastinred
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International law is 
made for capitalism
THERE IS a firestorm over the government’s Internal 
Market Bill. At the heart of it is the admission by the 
Northern Ireland secretary, Brandon Lewis, that it would 
break international law. 

This brought down on his and Boris Johnson’s heads the 
fury of several ex-Tory leaders and assorted grandees. 

This was amplified on the other side of the channel. Ursula 
von der Leyen, president of the European Commission, 
tweeted a Latin tag meaning that treaties must be respected. 
The Commission is threatening to sue the British government 
over the bill.

The anger is real enough. The idea of international law has 
been an important part of mainstream liberal ideology since 
the end of the Cold War in 1989-91. 

Kim Darroch was pushed out as British ambassador to 
the United States after he was exposed as criticising Donald 
Trump. 

He told the Financial Times newspaper that at the start 
of his career, he “entered a world of British post-empire 
diplomacy founded on the twin pillars of the UK’s membership 
of the EU and its longstanding ‘special relationship’ with the 
US. Bodies such as the World Trade Organisation, World Bank 
and International Monetary Fund were revered parts of the 
international order.” 

But long before the Brexit referendum or Trump’s election, 
the US and Britain showed themselves willing to ignore 
international law if it suited them. 

The most important example is provided by their invasion of 
Iraq in March 2003, a war of aggression justified by lies. This 
hasn’t stopped one of the main architects of this war, Tony 
Blair, from having the effrontery to denounce Johnson for 
undermining “trust” in Britain.

But international law itself needs to be made the object of 
critical scrutiny. It isn’t just an ideological fantasy or lies. 

International law helps to regulate the relations between 
capitalist states. It plays an increasingly important role in 
providing a framework for the activities of transnational 
corporation.

But the basic problem that the great philosopher Thomas 
Hobbes pointed out in his masterpiece Leviathan in 1651 
remains. Domestic laws have behind them the organised 
violence of the state that makes them. 

Yet there is no international government with the power 
to coerce nation states. So how much a state respects 
international law depends on its interests and power.

Rogue
More than 20 years ago commentators started to call the US 
a “rogue superpower” because of its willingness to ignore 
international law when it suited it. 

Trump is now applying sanctions to officials of the 
International Criminal Court for investigating US war crimes. 

But the US has always refused to participate in the court 
and have its soldiers and spies held accountable under 
international law. It’s powerful enough to get away with this. 
Johnson’s problem is that Britain isn’t.

The European Union (EU) makes great play of its reverence 
for international law. This partly reflects the fact that its 
greatest success has been as a major trading power.

Not only has it constructed a complex regime to regulate its 
single market—the biggest in the world—but other states have 
adopted its regulations to get access to this market. 

Whether Britain continues to comply with this regime is the 
real core of the struggle between London and Brussels.

Also important is the influence on the construction and 
development of the EU of the version of neoliberalism known 
as ordoliberalism. 

Ordoliberals argue that markets need to be constructed 
through rules. 

They also tend to see the EU as a good source of these rules 
just because it’s a cartel of states. Nation states by contrast are 
more constrained by their people’s wishes.

This helps to explain the rigid way the EU dealt with the 
eurozone crisis. But this doesn’t mean that it always respects 
its own rules or international law. The terrible plight of the 
refugees on the Greek island of Lesvos (see page 20) reflects 
the EU’s flouting of both.

Johnson’s dreadful government must be resisted. But 
international law isn’t the best terrain to fight it on.

HEALTH WORKERS marched in London on Saturday  Pictures: Guy smallman

Health workers push unions 
towards action over pay rise
by TOMÁŠ TENGELY-EVANS

THE UNISON health union 
has called for two days of 
action over pay this week. 

Grassroots health workers’ 
protests pressured the lead-
ership to announce its “Two 
days for 2K” days between 
Wednesday and Friday. 

Activists say it’s an oppor-
tunity to build the grassroots 
networks that are fighting 
over pay. 

East London occupational 
therapist Jordan said it’s 
“welcome” that the union 
had called it, but that it 
would be “up to us to deliver 
something in the hospitals”.

It comes after health 
workers protested to demand 
a pay rise in towns and cities 
across Britain last Saturday. 

Alive
Chants of, “Keep our NHS 
alive” rang out in front of 
the BBC in central London, 
where over 300 workers 
demonstrated. 

It was one of several 
taking place across Britain, 
including in Bristol, Brighton, 
Manchester, Bournemouth, 
Derby and Norwich.

A surge in Covid-19 
cases—caused by the Tory 
drive to lift the lockdown—
led some organisers to call 
off physical protests and hold 
online rallies.

But other physical protests 

still took place—and anger 
over the Tories’ refusal to 
grant a pay rise remains.

Ruth, who joined the 
protest in London, says 
workers are “already on the 
floor” from the first wave of 
coronavirus.

“I ’m a nursing assis-
tant and the pay is around 
£25,000 a year,” she told 
Socialist Worker. “That’s 
rubbish.” 

The Tories left out the 
NHS from public sector 

pay increases awarded for 
workers’ “vital contribu-
tion” during the coronavirus 
pandemic. 

Ministers  c la im that 
the NHS is in the middle 
of a three-year pay deal 
which increases wages by  
6.5 percent. 

But the  leaderships of the 
Royal College of Nursing 
(RCN) and the Unison union 
mis-sold the deal. Many 
workers were led to believe 
that they would have more 
money in their pay packets 
than they ended up with.

Freeze
And that deal came on the 
back of a ten-year pay freeze 
which has led to up to a  
20 percent real terms pay cut.

On the Manchester protest, 
nurse Karen Reissmann 
slammed the Tory lies over 
NHS pay. “We’re here today 
to send the message to 
the government—to Boris 
Johnson, to Rishi Sunak, to 
all the other Tories,” she told 
the crowd.

“How dare you in 2020 of 
all years—after everything 
that we have done, after the 
sacrifices that health workers 
have made—give us pay rises 
below inflation.”

Got a story?
Email ideas to reports@
socialistworker.co.uk

Fight Hancock’s plans
HEALTH UNIONS say 
they are “alarmed” over 
the Tory government’s 
decision to scrap Public 
Health England (PHE). 

Eleven unions 
and professional 
associations have 
expressed concerns in 
a letter to Tory health 
secretary Matt Hancock. 

The letter says 
unions are worried 
about the “creation of 
the National Institute 
for Health Protection 
without properly 
consulting expert staff 
and without a clear 
plan for the future of 
large swathes of PHE”. 

Jackie Williams, a 
Unite union national 
officer, said, “Serious 
questions need to be 
asked about the political 
decisions behind why 
PHE has been axed in 
this disgraceful fashion.

“There has been 
a complete lack of 
consultation with  
expert stakeholders and 
the unions representing 
the staff about the 
future functions of 
PHE at a time when 
the country is still 
in the middle of a 
global pandemic.”

Unions need to 
fight the Tory plans. 

Calling out for a pay rise
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 US wildfires  
— ‘This is a  
 climate   
 emergency’ 
The fires razing acres of the US west 
coast are a direct result of climate 
change, says Sarah Bates

A HUMAN and  eco log ica l 
catastrophe is raging through the 
western United States.

Wildfires fanned by winds 
amid record heat have destroyed 
 thousands of homes and killed at 
least 35 people since mid-August. 

The fires have so far burnt a total 
4.5 million acres—an area slightly 
smaller than Wales—in recent 
weeks, according to the National 
Interagency Fire Centre.

As well as the worst-affected 
states of California, Oregon and 
Washington, fires are ripping 
through nine other US states.

Andrew Phelps, Oregon’s  director 
of emergency management said that 
officials were preparing for “a mass 
fatality incident based on what we 
know and the number of structures 
that have been lost”.

Beatriz escaped the fires with her 
children in Oregon but had to make 
a terrifying drive with fires burning 
on both sides of their car.

“Everything is gone. We have to 
start again from nothing, but we are 
alive,” she said.

“I’ve never been so afraid,” said 
Shyanne, who fled Dickie Prairie 
in north west Oregon. “Now we 
don’t know if we have a house to 
go back to.”

Drought
It is a disaster directly caused by 
climate change. Extended drought, 
increasingly dry conditions and 
high temperatures make wildfires 
more likely.

California governor Gavin 
Newsom said, “What we’re experi-
encing right here is coming to all 
communities all across the United 
States of America, unless we can act 
on climate change.

“This  is  a  c l imate damn 
 emergency. This is real and it’s 
happening.”

The air is filled with ash and 
smoke over densely populated met-
ropolitan regions of Seattle, Portland, 
San Francisco, Los Angeles and other 
cities. They are enveloped in an 
orange haze, and have some of the 
worst air quality ratings in the world. 

Emergency services are stretched 
thin trying to control the blazes, 
and have struggled to keep up as 
separate fires merged with each 
other.

In Washington state governor 
Jay Inslee said, “This is not an act 
of god. This has happened because 
we have changed the climate of the 
state of Washington in dramatic 
ways.”

These fires, much like the ones 
that burned through Australia 
in January, are wreaking more 
damage than recorded before.

Blazes in California have razed 
three million acres this year—a 
record amount—and are joining 
together to form giant fronts of 
flame that are difficult to contain.

In Oregon, where 40,000 people 
have been forced to flee, the last 
week of fires has burned nearly 
twice the average annual losses in 
just seven days.

There is a reason that wildfires 
are becoming more severe.

It is capitalism, which developed 
the fossil fuel economy, that has 
created the climate crisis.

Taking on the climate emergency 
will mean challenging the system 
that has birthed it.

On other pages...
Fire destroys refugee camp in 
Lesvos >>Page 20

BACK STORY
Wildfires are raging in several 
areas in the west of America
lThousands of homes have 
been destroyed and 35 people 
have died since mid-August
lThe fires have pushed a 
number of US officials to accept 
that climate change is a reality
lClimate change creates 
droughts and high temperatures, 
making wildfires more likely
lTackling climate change will 
mean challenging the fossil fuel 
capitalism that created it

XR TAKES the message to the bankers’ homeland in central London Picture: Guy Smallman

 Extinction Rebellion action ends with  
 a day of rage at the financial system
EXTINCTION Rebellion (XR) 
finished ten days of protests on 
Thursday with a lively march 
through the heart of the City 
financial district in London.

Hundreds of rebels marched 
from the Bank of England to 
Parliament Square in a final act of 
defiance—a spirit that has marked 
its third rebellion.

And last Wednesday, dozens of 
protesters glued themselves to the 
gates of parliament to greet Boris 
Johnson when he arrived for prime 
minister’s question time.

They are fighting for parliament 
to debate and pass the Climate 
and Ecological Emergency Bill, 
put forward by Green MP Caroline 
Lucas, which is due to return to the 
Commons in March.

Sue, a 78 year old rebel, said 
she was being arrested multiple 
times in an attempt to get the 
government to stick to the 
commitments it made at the Paris 
climate talks five years ago.

She implored Boris Johnson 
to, “Please, please, please put the 
climate emergency at the top of 
the agenda.

“It’s more important than 
anything, it’s more important 
than Covid, more important than 

the economy. Nothing is more 
important if we are to stop the 
catastrophe,” she said.

The cops have been less 
tolerant of the protests than on 
previous rebellions. They have 
allowed people to occupy roads 
for only short periods of time and 
have mostly restricted rebels to 
Parliament Square.

And, despite the end of the 
rebellion, the fight against the 
construction of high speed railway 
HS2 continues.

Woodlands
Construction on the project, which 
is set to cost over £100 billion, 
officially began two weeks ago 
and a slew of activists are joining 
protest camps to halt destruction 
of woodlands. 

Protesters marched 
through Cubbington village in 
Warwickshire last Sunday, to 
protest against the “unnecessary 
destruction of trees and 
hedgerows” in the local area. 

They are battling to save an 
250 year old pear tree in South 
Cubbington woods, which was 
voted England’s tree of the year in 
2015 and is directly in the path of 
construction. 

Despite a smaller rebellion than 
previously, the government is 
looking for ways to prevent similar 
protests. 

Last Saturday The Sun 
newspaper reported that police 
would be given new powers to 
clamp down on XR protests. 

It said that ministers were 
drawing up new laws to 
prevent activists from causing 
obstructions by locking or glueing 
themselves to vehicles, trains or 
railings. 

The paper also claimed the 
government wants to make 
“public nuisance” a statutory 
criminal offence, carrying a tough 
sentence. 

The move comes after home 
secretary Priti Patel blasted XR 
and said an overnight blockade 
outside two printing factories were 
“a shameful attack on our way of 
life”.

But the real culprits are the 
Tory government—a nasty cabal of 
millionaires deliberately delaying 
on delivering action on the 
climate.

It will take more rebellion—on 
an even bigger scale, involving 
increasing numbers of people—to 
win the change we need.
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 Yellow Vest  
 actions hit  
 cities all  
 over France
Demonstrators continued their 
fight this weekend despite police 
repression, says Charlie Kimber

THOUSANDS OF Yellow Vests 
returned to the streets of France 
on Saturday—and were met with 
harsh repression. 

Police fired volleys of teargas and 
arrested more than 250 people in 
Paris.

Anne, a teacher, told Socialist 
Worker, “You have to overcome the 
fear of Covid-19 and the threats of 
the police to go on the streets.

“I could not stay at home. 
President Macron rules for the 
rich, and he has put the corpora-
tions before our health during the 
pandemic. 

“Now he is stepping up the talk of 
security and giving presents to the 
bosses.”

Several areas of the capital were 
barred to demonstrators. 

But protesters gathered at the 
starting points of two authorised 
marches.

One set off without incident, 
but at the other police launched 
repeated assaults.

They made scores of arrests for 
“carrying items that could be used 
as weapons”—including an empty 
bottle of Jack Daniel’s whisky.

Delphine, an intensive care nurse, 
told the Revolution Permanente 
website, “I am a white coat but 
above all a Yellow Vest. 

“The common enemy is the 
government.”

Bitterness
The Yellow Vest movement 
emerged in 2018 as a focus for deep 
 bitterness over inequality. 

Its return to large scale protest is 
a sign of developing class anger.

One protester, a 50 year old civil 
servant, said, “social and economic 
robbery” and “our fundamental 
freedoms under attack” drove him 
onto the streets.

Pensioners Pascale and Patrick, 
who had travelled to Paris from 
Crolles in south east France, said 
“the movement isn’t running out of 
steam.”

“We don’t want this world for our 
children and grandchildren. We’re 
anti-capitalist, anti-system, former 

hippies and now Yellow Vests.” 
Elsewhere hundreds of  protesters 
gathered in the southwestern city 
Toulouse, despite a ban.

Police tried to disperse the group 
with tear gas, as they did in Lyon. 

People also gathered in cities 
including Marseille, Lille, Nantes, 
Nice, Bordeaux and Strasbourg.

“I didn’t back the yellow vests 
at first but things have only got 
worse for people in poverty,” said a 
 protester in Toulouse.

There are diverse politics among 
the Yellow Vests. 

But there were signs of a 
 generally radical mood.

Right wing “comedian” Jean-
Marie Bigard tried to join the Paris 
march. 

He was met with shouts of 
“sexist” and “homophobe” and was 
forced to seek refuge in a pizzeria 
before fleeing.

A national strike and dozens 
of demonstrations called by sev-
eral trade union and student 
 federations were set for Thursday 
this week.

It will be an important test 
of whether workers and protest 
 movements can develop the strength 
to defeat Macron and the bosses.

On other pages...
No Fixed Abode—homelessness is 
not inevitable >>Pages 10&11

BACK STORY
The French Yellow Vests began 
in November 2018
lThey held weekly protests and 
faced brutal police violence
lThe movement was sparked by 
inequality, in particular president 
Emmanuel Macron’s tax ‘reforms’
lUnion leaders failed to react, so 
ordinary people acted instead
lThey have returned to the 
streets for the first time since the 
start of the Covid-19 pandemic
lThe movement has seen a 
flourishing of democracy

 Lukashenko looks to Russia for help
by TOMÁŠ TENGELY-EVANS

BELARUSIAN protesters 
humiliated Aleksander 
Lukashenko ahead of a meeting 
with Russian president Vladimir 
Putin on Monday.

At least 100,000 people came 
out onto the streets of Minsk, the 
sixth week of monster marches 
since a rigged election.

Video footage showed masked, 
unmarked cops grabbing female 
protesters out of the crowd and 
throwing them into vans.

As the movement shows 
no sign of abating despite 
repression, Lukashenko is 
hoping to gain support from 
Russia.

The price for Putin’s support 
would be a closer “state union” 
between the two countries, 
a proposal that Lukashenko 
rejected in January.

The Russian state also wants 
to loot Belarus’s state-owned 
companies.

Meanwhile, liberal opposition 
leaders look to the West for 
support.

But Western states had been 
willing to build closer economic 
and military ties with the 
Lukashenko regime.

Unofficial strikes by 
thousands of workers could 
break the stalemate, force 
out Lukashenko and open 
the possibility of a genuine 
alternative.

 Protests against cop murder
A BRUTAL police 
murder has sparked 
furious protests in 
Colombia. 

Javier Ordonez was 
tasered more than 
ten times and then 
strangled by police. 

He was allegedly 
found drinking 
alcohol outdoors 
in Colombia’s 
capital Bogota last 
Wednesday.

In a video shared 
on social media, 

Ordonez is shown 
begging for his 
life and shouting, 
“Please, no more, I’m 
suffocating.”

He was rushed to 
hospital where he 
later died.

Colombia’s defence 
minister Carlos 
Holmes Trujillo 
said, “The national 
police apologise for 
any violation of the 
law or ignorance of 
regulations by any 

members of the 
institution.”

Over 300 protesters 
gathered outside the 
police station where 
Ordonez was taken 
last Thursday night. 

Chants of “Cerdos 
asesinos” meaning 
“murderer pigs” rang 
out.

At least seven 
people are reported 
to have died at the 
hands of the police 
since protests began.

A YELLOW Vest carries a placard meaning, ‘The right to live in a dignified way’ 

FIGURE IT OUT
 10  Javier Ordonez was 

tasered by Colombian 
police at least ten 
times before he later 
died in hospital

 7  At least seven people 
are reported to have 
died at the hands 
of the police since 
protests began over 
Ordonez’s murder

 17  small police stations 
across Colombia have 
been burned down

Protesters in Belarus
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The selloff of council 
housing in the 1980s 
under Tory prime 
minister Margaret 
Thatcher (below) is a 
major factor in 
today’s crisis

Police can, and do, 
arrest people for sitting 
in the street or begging 
(below) 

 NO FIXED ABODE
A new book, No Fixed Abode, uncovers how homelessness has rocketed because of more than a decade of 
austerity. Author Maeve McClenaghan told Sadie Robinson why it doesn’t need to be this way 
Colour photographs by Guy Smallman

T
H E  S O L U T I O N  t o 
 homelessness in Britain 
is “almost laughably sim-
ple” according to Maeve 
McClenaghan, author of a 
new book on the issue.

“You have to reverse a decade of 
 austerity cuts,” she told Socialist Worker. 
“And you need to spend money.”

No Fixed Abode tells the stories 
of the “forgotten homeless” and the 
 campaigners fighting for change. 
It shows how homelessness is not 
inevitable.

Maeve described how rough  sleeping 
had almost disappeared in Britain in the 
mid-2000s. And policies in other coun-
tries got people housed. “What struck 
me most was just how preventable 
homelessness is,” she wrote.

Homelessness strips people of their 
dignity, their health and sometimes their 
lives. Maeve began her research trying 
to find out how many homeless people 
had died in Britain. She was amazed to 
find the government didn’t keep figures. 

The deaths she investigated are 
shocking. 

Tony Barnard froze to death days 
after Christmas 2017, in the garden of 
the Lowestoft home he’d been evicted 
from. Hamid Farahi died of organ  failure 
after living in a car in Essex. Jayne 
Simpson had taken a mix of drugs and 
alcohol when she died, aged 53, in a 
bank doorway in Stafford.

Cardon Banfield was only  discovered 
because a passing walker smelt his 
decomposing body. He’d died in his tent 
in Worcester and his body, “partially 
mummified from the heat”, had to be 
identified by DNA testing.

He was 74.
Such deaths sometimes make 

 headlines. But the stories of how people 
are repeatedly failed by the system go 
unreported. “Sleeping rough was not an 
isolated incident,” wrote Maeve, “but a 
point on a long trajectory of misfortunes 
that had dragged people down.”

Jayne had suffered several bouts of 

homelessness and had fled  domestic 
 violence. Maeve wrote how women 
trying to escape violence “were being 
offered only impossible options” after 
cuts. “Many ended up on the streets.”

Tony had struggled with alcohol-
ism for years, becoming less and less 
able to manage things such as paying 
his  mortgage. His downward spiral was 
clear, yet “it had been left to the family 
to try and support him”.

Often Tory austerity and racism 
combine. 

Hamid, a quantum physicist and 
 refugee, suffered post-traumatic stress 
disorder after being sent to fight in the 
Iran-Iraq war in the 1980s. 

One local woman who knew him, 
Chrissy, told Maeve after his death, “He 
was such a character. He had so many 
stories about the war. He was just left 
here. It’s not right, is it?”

Cardon had first arrived in Britain 
from the Caribbean in 1962. 

After his death, the city council said 
Cardon “was not known” to it and 
claimed he hadn’t tried to get housing 
support. Yet Maeve wrote, “It turned out 
Cardon had been on the council’s books 
for years.”

Windrush
“It was poignant to me that in the years 
before his death the government’s 
 hostile environment policy had started 
to target those who had arrived as part 
of the Windrush generation,” she added.

“People like Cardon were being told 
they had no right to remain.”

Maeve’s quest to monitor home-
less deaths grew into a bigger project. 
Why were more people on the streets, 
sofa-surfing or squatting? And what 
could be done about it?

The book shows how policies such 
as Margaret Thatcher’s Right to Buy 
scheme, which saw the mass selloff of 
council homes, had a big impact. And 
Tory austerity is a major factor in the 
recent rise in homelessness.

“I had a sense that there had been cuts 

AUTHOR Maeve McClenaghan

to services,” she told Socialist Worker. 
“That wasn’t new information. But I 
started to understand just how deep those 
cuts were and how often they overlapped.

“You assume there’s a safety net. You 
don’t understand what the fact that it 

has gone means until you meet people 
who need it.”

The problem goes beyond a 
lack of housing or low benefits, 

important as they are. Every 
service has been hit, making 
people more vulnerable to 
homelessness.

“There’s a lack of joined 
up thinking,” said Maeve. 
“But if you cut mental health 
or  addiction support, it has a 
knock on effect.”
Too many people get caught 

in a vicious cycle. They may experi-
ence trauma and develop mental health 

problems. Addictions can grow as 
people try to cope. It becomes 
harder to hold down a job. 
Debts rise, relationships 
break down. 

At every point there’s 
a lack of support, and 
 homelessness becomes 
more likely.

Of course, no one’s life is set in stone. 
But the book shows that certain factors 
are linked to homelessness. “We know 
so clearly where the crisis moments 
come,” wrote Maeve. “There are many 
clear warning signs that someone is 
heading towards homelessness.”

Maeve said the “real deficit of data” 
regarding homelessness is combined 
with “a lot of inconvenient data”.

“It would be helpful not to know this 
data because knowing it means you have 
to act,” she said.

“For instance, we know that adverse 
childhood experiences set people up 

for homelessness. We know that many 
people become homeless after leaving 
care and prison.

“You can spot people in hospitals 
who are being discharged who will fall 
through the net. There are all these 
moments of possible intervention.”

Failed
The book illustrates how homeless 
people are repeatedly failed by the 
system.

Richard, in his 60s, had been 
 homeless for decades. His health prob-
lems included “COPD that gets worse 
with the cold, cataracts, ulcers on the 
legs caused by cellulitis, incontinence, 
heart disease”.

Hospital stays were followed by 
 “perfunctory discharges back to the 
streets”—whereupon Richard’s health 
would deteriorate again and he would 
be readmitted to hospital.

“Twenty-four hospital admissions and 
discharges in the space of just twelve 
months,” Maeve wrote.

At one point Maeve asks Richard 
whether anything is different about 
his case—wondering if he could be 
 “sabotaging” any help offered. He 
replies, “Maybe some of it is of my own 

making. I’m so used to being homeless, 
I’ve accepted it.”

But Maeve realised that “things 
weren’t so simple. After being let down 
time and time again by society, Richard 
had lost all faith in the system to 
help him,” she wrote.

“Now, his  apparent 
refusal to take up the help 
even when it was offered 
was perhaps some way of 
 maintaining control of his 
own destiny.”

M a n y  p e o p l e 
 understandably feel the 
system is stacked against 
them. And years of official 
hostility have encouraged an 
idea that some people aren’t 
worth helping.

Maeve referred to  studies 
showing how people see 
homeless people not as 
human but as objects. She 
said this is “absolutely” 
affected by government 
policies.

“The Vagrancy Act still 
exists,” she explained. 
“ P e o p l e  c a n  b e 
 prosecuted for sitting in 

the wrong place or for begging. That is 
not a compassionate way to treat the 
most vulnerable in society.

“We still have this hostile  immigration 
environment where people who have No 
Recourse to Public Funds literally have 
very few places to turn.

“We are living in a country that says 
some people don’t deserve to be here. 
It just compounds the dehumanisation.”

An important strength of the book 
is the respectful way it treats homeless 
people. Situations are not sugar-coated. 
But through telling people’s stories, it 
becomes easier to think of ourselves in 
their shoes.

Maeve hoped that the coronavirus 
pandemic might encourage more empa-
thy. “It’s brought home just how fragile 
our lives are,” she said.

“It might help more people see 
that homelessness is not necessarily 
 somebody’s bad choice. The tipping 
point into homelessness can be losing a 
job, bereavement, illness.”

The problem is that, whatever sym-
pathies ordinary people might have, 
the Tory refusal to properly support 
people could push many more into 
homelessness.

Evictions
“A huge number of people have fallen 
into rent arrears,” said Maeve. “Despite 
the government saying it would get rid 
of section 21, which allows no-cause 
evictions, that hasn’t happened. So 
people can be evicted very easily with 
little recourse.

“The unemployment rate is  rocketing 
and there’s also a big mental health 
burden.”

The  book  de ta i l s  in sp i r ing 
 campaigners fighting for bigger changes 
while also taking matters into their own 
hands to support homeless people. 
Maeve said their efforts are “amaz-
ing”. But she added, “I did question sev-
eral times whether this should be the 
 responsibility of individuals.”

The growing homelessness crisis 
has pushed the Tories to make some 
 progressive-sounding noises.

The Homelessness Reduction Act puts 
more responsibility on councils to  prevent 
homelessness. But as Maeve wrote, this 
often means the dead end of advising 
people to look for private landlords.

And previous successful measures 
“came in the context of funding to 
 councils and other services”.

The Tories have more recently 
pledged to end rough sleeping, yet 
it continues to rise. Maeve said there 
is a “much bigger issue of people in 
 temporary accommodation, people 

sofa-surfing or in squats”.
In any case, much more 
needs to be done.

“I see it as like trying to bail out a 
bathtub without switching off the taps,” 
said Maeve. “More people are falling into 
 homelessness every single day. Trying to 
address the end point is one thing, but 
we need to deal with the causes.”

So what’s the answer?
“We have a tried and tested method 

that eradicates rough sleeping—Housing 
First,” said Maeve. “It has worked in 
Finland. So there are solutions. But they 
take political will and funding.”

The Housing First policy gives 
 homeless people permanent homes 
right away, removing the “stigma” of 
being homeless. But it has been most 
 successful where funding for other 
 services is also in place.

“Housing doesn’t work in a vacuum,” 
wrote Maeve. “It took energy, a 
well-funded support system and, cru-
cially, the spare accommodation to put 
it into action.”

In Britain, Maeve said the pandemic 
means “the inequalities and vulnerabili-
ties in society have never been clearer”.

“There was a fantastic moment 
towards the start of the crisis where 
there was a huge push to bring people 
in off the streets,” she said. “It proved 
what could be done.”

She wrote of how the pandemic has 
seen policies “we were told were simply 
unthinkable become legitimate”—such 
as a universal basic income. “The Black 
Lives Matter protests have challenged 
the status quo,” she added.

Maeve said she has “hope” for the 
future. “We’re at a crossroads,” she said. 
“We could choose to build back better. 
Or we could go backwards and see an 
even worse situation.

“There is something in making sure 
our politicians know that homelessness 
can win or lose them votes. Continue to 
shout about the issue.

“The more we can keep the pressure 
on, the better chance we have.”

No Fixed Abode Life and Death Among 
the UK’s Forgotten Homeless by Maeve 
McClenaghan is available from 
bookmarks.co.uk for £20 plus postage and 
packaging

There are many clear 
warning signs 
whenever someone is 
heading towards 
homlessness

‘‘ 

Homelessness deaths 
sometimes make 
news, but stories of 
people repeatedly 
failed by the system 
go unreported

‘‘ 

Through telling 
people’s stories it 
becomes easier to 
think of ourselves in 
their shoes

‘‘ 
Picture: Robin Farquhar Thomson
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WHAT WE 
STAND FOR
These are the core politics of 
the Socialist Workers Party. 

INDEPENDENT WORKING 
CLASS ACTION 
Under capitalism workers’ labour 
creates all profit. A socialist 
society can only be constructed 
when the working class seizes 
control of the means of production 
and  democratically plans how they 
are used.

REVOLUTION NOT REFORM
The present system can not be 
patched up or reformed as the 
established Labour and trade 
union leaders say.

It has to be overthrown. 
Capitalism systematically 
degrades the natural world. 
Ending environmental crisis 
means creating a new society.

THERE IS NO 
PARLIAMENTARY ROAD
The structures of the present 
parliament, army, police and 
judiciary cannot be taken over 
and used by the working class. 
They grew up under capitalism 
and are designed to protect the 
ruling class against the workers.

The working class needs an 
entirely different kind of state—a 
workers’ state based upon 
councils of workers’ delegates and 
a workers’ militia.

At most parliamentary 
activity can be used to make 
propaganda against the present 
system. 

Only the mass action of the 
workers themselves can destroy 
the system.

INTERNATIONALISM
The struggle for socialism is 
part of a worldwide  struggle. 
We campaign for solidarity with 
workers in other countries. 

We oppose everything which 
turns workers from one country 
against those from other countries.

We oppose racism and 
imperialism. We oppose all 
immigration controls. 

We support the right of black 
people and other oppressed 
groups to organise their own 
defence. We support all genuine 
national liberation movements.

The experience of Russia 
demonstrates that a socialist 
revolution cannot survive in 
isolation in one country.

In Russia the result was 
state capitalism, not socialism. 
In Eastern Europe and China 
a similar system was later 
established by Stalinist parties. 
We support the struggle of 
workers in these countries against 
both private and state capitalism. 

We are for real social, 
economic and political equality 
of women. We are for an end 
to all forms of discrimination 
against lesbian, gay, bisexual and 
transgender people. 

 We defend the right of 
believers to practise their religion 
without state interference.

THE REVOLUTIONARY PARTY
To achieve socialism the most 
militant sections of the working 
class have to be organised into a 
revolutionary socialist party. 

Such a party can only be 
built by activity in the mass 
organisations of the working class.

We have to prove in  practice 
to other workers that reformist 
leaders and reformist ideas are 
opposed to their own  interests. 
We have to build a rank and file 
movement within the unions.

To join us, turn to page 16  
or go to www.swp.org.uk 
or phone 020 7840 5602 for 
more information

12 WHAT’S ON        Email your meetings to events@socialistworker.co.uk or phone 020 7840 5600

{ }SOCIALIST WORKER 
ONLINE MEETINGS

Weekly meetings  to discuss 
political issues and local 
interventions.  All welcome.

BIRMINGHAM
Trump, China and 
imperialism
Wed 23 Sep, 
7pm
281-634-5938
BLACK COUNTRY
Conspiracy theories and 
the far right—how should 
socialists respond?
Wed 23 Sep, 
8pm
352-891-2411
BOLTON AND WIGAN
Is science neutral?
Thu 24 Sep, 
6.30pm
872-5136-9540
BRADFORD
How does agribusiness 
cause epidemics?
Thu 24 Sep, 
7pm
885 9187 7552

BRIGHTON AND HOVE
Workers, union leaders 
and the fightback
Thu 24 Sep, 
6.30pm
818-1857-1448
BRISTOL
Conspiracy theories and 
the far right—how should 
socialists respond?
Thu 24 Sep, 
7.30pm
688-397-3148
CAMBRIDGE
Lebanon—catastrophe 
to revolution
Thu 24 Sep, 
7.30pm
681-800-4408
CARDIFF
Capitalism, diet and 
the politics of food
Wed 23 Sep, 
7.30pm
630-181-4857
CHESTERFIELD
Fake news and 
alternative facts—who 
controls the media?
Thu 24 Sep, 6.30pm
829-532-8731

COLCHESTER
Capitalism, diet and 
the politics of food
Thu 24 Sep, 
7pm
872-3074-2363
DUNDEE, ABERDEEN & PERTH
How the Black Panthers 
fought the state
Wed 23 Sep, 
7.30pm
894-2628-7708
EAST MIDLANDS
What would a socialist 
response to the 
housing crisis be?
Wed 23 Sep, 7pm
354-874-4790
EDINBURGH
Lebanon—catastrophe 
to revolution
Wed 23 Sep, 
7.30pm
431-459-112
EXETER
Climate catastrophe and 
Covid-19—no return to 
the capitalist ‘normal’
Wed 23 Sep, 
7pm
865-2972-2883 

GLASGOW
Trade unions and 
workers’ power—how the 
working class can win
Thu 24 Sep, 6.30pm
851 5254 7239
HARLOW
How the Black Panthers 
fought the state
Thu 24 Sep, 
7.30pm
832-8746-7480
HUDDERSFIELD
Reform vs revolution—
Victor Grayson, the case 
of the socialist MP
Thu 24 Sep, 7pm
290-168-1804
KENT
Lebanon—catastrophe 
to revolution
Thu 24 Sep, 
8.15pm
434-623-8064
LANCASTER AND MORECAMBE
Climate catastrophe and 
Covid-19—no return to 
the capitalist ‘normal’
Thu 24 Sep, 
6.30pm
992-204-9372

LEEDS
Fake news and 
alternative facts—who 
controls the media?
Thu 24 Sep, 7pm
935-5290-8076
LIVERPOOL
Anger to revolution—what 
makes people rise up?
Wed 23 Sep, 7pm
493-925-5919
LONDON: HACKNEY
Anger to revolution—what 
makes people rise up?
Thu 24 Sep, 7.30pm
798-534-2585
LONDON: HARINGEY
The revolutionary ideas 
of Angela Davis
Wed 23 Sep, 7.30pm
459-388-1576
LONDON: ISLINGTON
The bloody history of 
the British Empire
Thu 24 Sep, 7pm
874-012-7970
LONDON: NEWHAM
Biden, the Democrats and 
the power to beat trump
Wed 23 Sep, 7.30pm
992-204-9372

LONDON: SOUTH
Lebanon—catastrophe 
to revolution
Wed 23 Sep, 7pm
497-196-1801
LONDON: SOUTH EAST
Climate catastrophe and 
Covid-19—no return to 
the capitalist ‘normal’
Wed 23 Sep, 
7.30pm
529-913-6390
LONDON:TOWER HAMLETS
Fake news and 
alternative facts—who 
controls the media?
Wed 23 Sep, 
7.30pm
818-391-0420
LONDON:WALTHAM FOREST
The bloody history of 
the British Empire
Wed 23 Sep, 
7.30pm
543-023-057
MANCHESTER
Socialism or barbarism—the 
politics of Rosa Luxemburg
Wed 23 Sep, 
7.15pm
323-178-7151
OXFORD
Workers, union leaders 
and the fightback
Thu 24 Sep, 7pm
842-7042-7833
PORTSMOUTH
Covid, capitalism and 
economic crisis
Wed 23 Sep, 
7.30pm
488-934-2809 
SHEFFIELD & SOUTH 
YORKSHIRE
Capitalism, diet and 
the politics of food
Thu 24 Sep, 7pm
529-174-9278
SOUTHAMPTON
Lebanon—catastrophe 
to revolution
Wed 23 Sep, 7.30pm
381-513-5080
SWANSEA & WEST WALES
US election—Democrats, 
Trump and the working class
Thu 24 Sep, 7pm
902-964-963

Socialist Workers Party online meetings

The Socialist Workers Party is holding online meetings during the 
coronavirus crisis. This is to ensure that there can still be collective local 
discussion, organising and actions. 

Most of the meetings will be held using the Zoom system. Download the 
Zoom app onto your phone or computer and just before the time given for 
your local meeting ask to “Join a meeting”. 

 You can then enter the number printed on this page for the appropriate 
meeting. The password for all meetings is 967537.

Make sure you look at the SWP Facebook page  
facebook.com/SocialistWorkersParty for news of national online meetings 
and other updates.

BURNLEY & PENDLE
Wed 23 Sep, 7.30pm
446-409-5118

COVENTRY
Wed 23 Sep 7.30pm
823-945-1917

YORK & SCARBOROUGH
Wed 23 Sep, 7.30pm
827-489-7492

Uprising in Belarus 
Can workers win?

BOOKMARKS the socialist bookshop

 AT 1 Bloomsbury Street, London WC1B 3QE. 11am-4pm Monday-Friday PHONE 020 7637 1848  WEB bookmarksbookshop.co.uk

The Labour Party— 
a Marxist History 
by Tony Cliff, Donny Gluckstein 
and Charlie Kimber, £14.99

A Rebel’s Guide to Engels 
by Camilla Royle 
£4

Transgender Resistance
by Laura Miles  
£10

Hegel and Revolution
by Terry Sullivan and 
Donny Gluckstein, £7

STRIKING WORKERS in Belarus

Socialist Worker  16 September 2020
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Grindcore veterans are back with hardcore politics 
MUSIC
THROES OF JOY IN THE 
JAWS OF DEFEATISM
By Napalm Death 
Out 25 September

“THE THEME is basically 
the other—the treatment 
of the other,” says Shane 
Embury, bassist with 
grindcore legends Napalm 
Death.

“Not just the Black 
Lives Matter movement 
but the general treatment 
of people who are 
Afro‑Caribbean or South 
Asian, the treatment of 
transgender people. Its 

also about emigration 
and migration. The 
world wouldn’t be as it 
is in many positive ways 
without migration.” 

Napalm Death are 
certainly not mellowing 
with age. 

It’s an ear‑splitting 
hybrid of hardcore punk 
and metal played at a 
million miles an hour.  

The doom‑laden themes 
remain as dark as ever 
and the politics remain 
very much on message. 

They stamped their 
colours to the mast 
with their cover of Dead 
Kennedys’ Nazi Punks Fuck 

Off back in 1992. They 
have been railing against 
injustice ever since.

This latest offering has 
plenty to say.

The topically entitled 
Contagion has an 
anti‑capitalist feel with 
such words as, “Greed is 
a contagion refined with a 
soulless poison. 

“They negotiate in 
innocence with a greed 
that’s infectious. 

“Blood soaked currency 
dictating their doctrine.” 

Meanwhile the band’s 
influences are proudly 
displayed in the track Joie 
de ne pas Vivre. It borrows 

the clanky metallic bass 
sound of 80s trailblazers 
Big Black and Amoral, 
paying homage to post 
punk pioneers Killing Joke. 

But all the tracks 
remain built around 
Napalm Death’s own 
unique sound.

While not the most 
accessible of records 
for everyone, fans 
of grindcore and its 
associated genres will 
deem it one of 2020s most 
essential releases.

Punk‑metal at its 
darkest, but with a 
conscience.
Guy Smallman

Lovecraft Country turns 
horror tropes back at racism
Horror author HP Lovecraft supported lynching, and hated black people and 
Jews. But this new drama series subverts his legacy, writes Simon Basketter
THE YOUNG Korean War veteran 
hero of the fantastic—in many 
senses—new drama Lovecraft 
Country has a weakness for pulp 
stories. 

Atticus “Tic” Freeman (Jonathan 
Majors) says, “I love that the heroes 
get to go on adventures in other 
worlds, defy insurmountable odds, 
defeat the monster, save the day.”  

His favourite author, the horror 
creator HP Lovecraft, was a supporter 
of Hitler and of lynching in the US to 
keep the white race pure. 

The problem for modern horror is 
that Lovecraft’s legacy is everywhere. 
His influence is ubiquitous in fantasy 
popular culture.

The series teems with Lovecraftian 
tropes—creepy New England villages, 
dark mansions with esoteric secrets, 
and tentacle monsters shipped direct 
from the cosmic void. But it’s also 
full of the very realistic horror—
the racist police violence and white 
power structures that our heroes must 
 confront at every turn.

It is about battles with both  monsters 
from myth and flesh‑and‑blood ones. 
There are burning crosses on lawns 
and ghosts in basements.

Beasts
White racists are the real beasts. With 
the long history of black people being 
depicted as monsters, especially in 
sci‑fi and horror, this is admirable.

Using supernatural   terrors 
as   metaphors  for  the more 
down‑to‑earth kind is a staple of the 
horror genre. But here there is some‑
thing rather good going on.

It’s 1954, Tic’s Uncle George 
(Courtney B Vance) produces a 
guide that lists safe places for black 
 travellers to visit—and those where 

it is dangerous or deadly to be out 
after dark. 

His father is missing so Tic, 
George, and Tic’s old friend Leti 
(Jurnee Smollett) set off to find him. 
Their predicament involves demons, 
shape‑shifters and white supremacist 
cults who can cast magic spells.

“Seems the KKK isn’t just calling 
themselves grand wizards anymore,” 
Tic says dryly as they sink deeper into 
nightmare.

The series is a collage of  influences, 
travelling through America’s history 
of racial atrocities. 

Tic’s father looks at a fire and 

mutters, “Smells like Tulsa”—the 
scene of the horrific 1921 massacre. 

A child—Emmett Till—asks the 
spirits if his trip to the South will go 
well. “No” is the simple reply. Till was 
a 14 year old lynched in Mississippi 
in 1955.

Lovecraft’s horror was borne of 
malignant, baseless fear of the other—
of black people, of immigrants and 
of Jewish people. Lovecraft Country’s 
horror is borne from a fear of the very 
real violence that results when that 
prejudice isn’t stopped.

There’s a haunted house story, 
and a treasure hunt underneath a 

museum. It examines sexism and 
homophobia along the way. 

The glorious soundtrack is 
 sometimes era‑specific but often not. 
The horror is satisfyingly pulpy, but 
has intrigue and dread.

Leti uses a baseball bat to attack 
a group of cars parked around her 
home by racist bullies. She and her 
companions kneel and hold their 
hands in the air as the cops arrive. 

The scene is as riveting as it is 
cathartic. As is the rest of the series—
watch it.
Lovecraft Country is on Sky Atlantic 
and available to stream on Now TV

LETI, TIC and George (left to right)

Vocalist Barney Greenway

TELEVISION 
BATTLESTAR GALACTICA 
SERIES 1-4
Available now on BBC iPlayer

SERIES 1‑4 of 2004 reboot 
of Battlestar Galactica is 
available on BBC iPlayer.

The second war against 
the Cylons is over, and 
The Twelve Colonies have 
been destroyed. Now 
Commander Adama of the 
Battlestar Galatica and 
President Laura Roslin lead 
a ragtag fleet of refugees 
in a supposed search for 
the fabled lost thirteenth 
colony, Earth. 

The Cylons hunt and 
attack the fleet in space, 

and their infiltrator units 
carrying out sabotage.

The fleet also faces 
internal political conflict in 
which the rabble‑rousing 
figure Tom Zarek is merely 
the loudest dissenting voice. 

Then there are recurring 
shortages of food, water, 
and even oxygen. 

FILM 
TINKER, TAILOR, SOLDIER, 
SPY
Available now on BBC iPlayer

THIS ADAPTATION of John 
Le Carre’s best known 
George Smiley novel, 
Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy, 
is generally not thought 
to be as good as the Alec 

Guinness TV series. But 
that’s a tall order—and it is 
very good.

In the early 1970s, the 
head of British Intelligence 
resigns after an operation 
in Hungary goes badly 
wrong. He believed one 
of four senior figures in 
the service was in fact a 
Russian agent, a mole. 

The Hungary operation 
was an attempt to identify 
which of them it was. 

Smiley, forced into 
retirement by the departure 
of Control, is asked by a 
senior government figure 
to investigate.

Battlestar Galactica

Gary Oldman as George Smiley
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I
T IS one of the most 
famous prints  showing 
the horrors of the 
slave trade. A grinning 
ship’s captain watches 
the torture of a young 

black woman.
She has been seized 

from her African home and 
forced on to a ship that will 
take her across the Atlantic. 
If she survives she will be 
sold as a slave. 

But soon she will die—
and we will never discover 
her name.

The captain in that print 
is John Kimber, who in 
1792 was tried amid the 
grandeur of the British High 
Court of the Admiralty—and 
 acquitted of all wrongdoing.   

Nicholas Rogers’ book 
uses these horrific events 
to show the divisions that 
lay behind the battles over 
slavery.  It brings home the 
 determination of Britain’s 
rulers to defend the slave 
trade for decades. 

Kimber had started his 
seafaring as a state-licensed 
pirate—a privateer. 

He roamed the seas with 
a letter from the government 
 authorising him to rob shipping 
that belonged to Britain’s 
enemies.

He was successful and made 
a fortune. But it soon went and 
he turned to the even bloodier 
trade in slaves.

Kimber sailed from Bristol, a 
centre of slaving that was the 
main port until 1745 when it 
was overtaken by Liverpool. 
Between 1698 and 1807 
Bristol’s rich financed over 
2,000 slaving operations. 

These were the people who 
celebrated Edward Colston, 
a pioneer of slaving from the 
1680s and whose statue was 
rightly hurled into Bristol 
 harbour earlier this year. 

In 1791 Kimber skippered the 
ship Recovery to West Africa. 
Arriving at the Niger Delta he 
found local people would not 
offer him slaves or water. 

So Kimber, along with five 
other British captains, ordered 
a bombardment of the coast. 

Rogers tells us that the 
British hoped “a good volley 
of cannonballs would resolve 
 outstanding contracts and force 
down the price of slaves”.

It worked.
The slaves were duly loaded, 

to face the agony and terror 
of the “Middle Passage” to the 
Caribbean. Crammed below 
decks and half-starved they 
were prey to disease—and 
assaults by the crew. 

Hurling
Slaves often resisted, whether 
by fighting to take over the 
ship or hurling themselves 
 overboard to escape their 
 torment. One young woman 
proved  particularly difficult for 
Kimber.

She had been raped and 
infected with gonorrhoea that 
left her semi-comatose. When 
she would not exercise with the 
other slaves, Kimber ordered 
her to be flogged. 

Soon she had an injured knee 
and could hardly walk. Kimber 
was concerned—not for her 
welfare but that this might 
reduce her value when she was 
sold in Grenada.

His vile solution was to string 
her up from the ship’s mast, 
first by one leg, then the other 
and finally her arms. In each 
 position he whipped her. 

“The bitch is sulky,” Kimber 
had decided after the first 
 flogging. Eventually she fell 
into convulsions and died.

Unusually this outrage did 
not go unnoticed. News of 
Kimber’s raid on the coast came 
to the attention of campaigners 
for the abolition of the slave 
trade. 

They were headed by William 
Wilberforce MP. Wilberforce 
was a highly contradictory 
character, conservative in most 
ways but genuinely outraged by 
slavery. 

His campaigns against it led 
to bitter attacks and, for exam-
ple, he could not enter Liverpool 

for fear he would be murdered. 
While collecting information 
about the bombardment of the 
coast, Wilberforce discovered 
the woman’s killing.

He decided to use the 
example for a speech he we was 
about to make in parliament in 
1792 during a debate on the 
abolition of the slave trade. 

Abolitionists faced powerful 
opposition. Every part of offi-
cial society was saturated with 
wealthy men who made their 
money from the blood and filth 
of slavery.

Rogers tells us that the 
defeat of an earlier abolition 
bill was greeted in Bristol with 
“a  cannonade, fireworks, a 
 bonfire and a half-day holiday. 
The elite, at least, had spoken.”

B u t  t h e r e  w e r e  t w o 
 counter-forces. One was the 
resistance of slaves themselves. 
The other was abolitionist soli-
darity from the workers and 
the poor in countries such as 
Britain and America. 

Proportion
When Wilberforce rose to 
speak he was backed by mass 
petitions against the trade. “In 
some parts of Britain,” says 
Rogers, “as many as a quar-
ter to a third of adult males 
signed up. In Manchester the 
proportion climbed to nearly 
50 percent.”

Rogers emphasises how the 
revelations of the horrors of 
slavery chimed with those who 
“struggled against the new 
work discipline of the industrial 
revolution”.

But Wilberforce’s motion 
failed. MPs voted for gradual 
abolition, in the safe knowl-
edge that the House of Lords, 
the monarchy and the courts 
would stretch out the lifetime 
of slavery—as indeed they did. 

A few years earlier they had 
avoided abolition by voting for 
regulation of the slave trade. 

MPs set  out  rules  to 
 administer “properly” the 
buying and  selling of humans 
with all the attendant violence 
and slaughter. 

But following the Commons 
debate, newspapers in Britain 
and America picked up the 
Kimber case and he faced trial 
for murder. This was a surprise. 
Even the implication that slaves 
had rights as people rather than 
cargo was shocking to many.

S u p p o s e d l y  r e f i n e d 
 society—the celebrated and 
gilded people—came out to 
back Kimber. 

One of those in court was 
William, Duke of Clarence, the 
third son of George III and a 
committed supporter of  slavery. 

He smirked and laughed 
dur ing  the  prosecut ion 
witnesses’ evidence. 

Horatio Nelson, later to 
expire at the Battle of Trafalgar, 
joined the duke at the trial. He 
described himself as “one of 
the good old school” that was 
“taught to appreciate the value 
of our West Indian possessions”. 

Also crowding the court to 
support Kimber were MPs, 
bankers, sugar and tobacco 
merchants and ship owners.

READ MORE
lMurder on the Middle 
Passage—The Trial of 
Captain Kimber 
by Nicolas Rogers £16.99
lBury the Chains— 
The British Struggle to 
Abolish Slavery 
by Adam Hochschild 
£16.99

lThe Overthrow of 
Colonial Slavery 
1776-1848 
by Robin Blackburn 
£19.99

Available at Bookmarks, 
the socialist bookshop. 
Phone 020 7637 
1848 or go to www.
bookmarksbookshop.
co.uk

THE CRIMES 
OF CAPTAIN
KIMBER
In 1791 an atrocity so hideous occurred on a slave ship in 
the Atlantic that its captain was brought to a British court. 
The verdict was a damning indictment of both the ruling 
class and the way it got its riches, writes Charlie Kimber

The chair of the judges, Sir 
James Marriott, left the jury in 
no doubt as to his views. “A ship 
is a little government in which 
there can be no hope of any 
security for any man  without 
a rapid and strong occasional 
exertion of an absolute power, 
placed in one man,” he lectured.

Through bribery and bullying 
the slavery lobby marshalled the 
evidence of ten petty officers 
and seafarers who swore that 
Kimber was a decent  captain. 

Some said the woman had 
been suspended from the mast 
for her own good and to aid 
her circulation. The prosecu-
tion,  presented by a state justice 
 establishment made up largely 
of  anti-abolitionists, was ill-pre-
pared and failed to produce key 
witnesses. 

After the cross-examination 
of the prosecution case, judge 
Marriott declared he had heard 
enough. After just five hours of 
testimony he instructed the jury 
to find Kimber not guilty, which 
they immediately did.

The slavers rejoiced. A 
 caricature of Wilberforce was 
 produced showing him with a 
blindfold and the ears of an ass. 

He was shown clutching 
petitions signed by Newgate 
prisoners, Cornish tin miners 
and Manchester schoolboys—
people elite society saw as of 
no worth.

One of those who gave evi-
dence against Kimber was 
tried for perjury, convicted and 
 sentenced to seven years exile.

Profitable
But change was coming. The 
same month that Kimber 
arrived in west Africa, the slaves 
of Haiti rose in revolt. 

As Kimber’s trial finished the 
Haitian rebels controlled a third 
of the island, the most profita-
ble slave colony in the world.  

Led by black revolutionaries 
Toussaint L’Ouverture and Jean 
Jacques Dessalines, the uprising 
ended slavery on the island and 
drove back invading French and 
British armies.

Developments in the ways 
in which capitalism made 
its  profits also mattered, but 
 without these revolts the slave 
trade would have gone on much 
longer. 

This is not Rogers’  argument. 
He says that the French 
Revolution and the slave ris-
ings delayed the end of the 
trade because they frightened 
the moderates into the arms of 
the reactionaries.

But  the  K imber  case 
 emphasises that the ruling class 

was not going to tamely give in 
to parliamentary manoeuvres 
by Wilberforce and his allies.

And the parliamentary 
 abolitionists were weak. In 
1796 they thought they had suf-
ficient support in parliament to 
succeed at last.

But slavers offered free opera 
tickets to some of the bill’s 
supporters for the night of the 
vote. Several chose to go to the 
opera and the bill was defeated 
by four votes.

The Kimber case underlined 
the brutality of slavery and the 
need for struggle to overcome it.

A mass movement 
of the poor 
in Britain put 
pressure on 
politicians to 
oppose slavery 
(top and middle). 
Bristol takes its 
revenge against 
slaver Coulson 
earlier this year
(above)

Kimber’s raid 
came to the 
attention of 
campaigners 
against slavery 

‘‘ 
William Wilberforce

THE INFAMOUS torture and grim death

of a woman slave on board a ship run 

by Captain Kimber spread revulsion in 

Britain’s anti-slavery movement

OnlyFans---another way to 
profit from our bodies

Women posting 
explicit pictures are 
not being ‘liberated’—
they are being pushed 
to provide whatever 
will sell the best, 
writes Sarah Bates  

ONLYFANS, a  
subscription-based social 
media platform, seems to 
be on an unstoppable rise 
to domination of online sex 
work. 

It’s a perfect example of 
how capitalism turns human 
sexuality into a profit-making 
machine.

After a lockdown boom, it 
now boasts around 50 million 
users with 675,000 people 
creating content. 

A recent survey of just 
over 3,000 students found 
that over a fifth had used 
OnlyFans while at university.

Bosses claim that their 
website is used by everyone 
from personal fitness experts 
to DJs and chefs. 

But in reality the vast 
majority of it is individuals 
selling pornographic pictures 
and videos of themselves. 

Users pay a monthly fee 
to access this content. They 
can also approach creators to 
request bespoke pictures or 
chats over private message—
for a fee.

One creator, Rose, claimed, 
“It is so different to any other 
kind of porn website, it’s 
completely run by yourself. 

“You give a cut to OnlyFans 
to use their website, but you 
set your own prices, your 
work times, no manager, no 
restrictions, no production 
team.”

Worth
And while the overwhelming 
motivation is money, the site 
can also provide a warped 
sense of worth in an alienated 
world.

As another creator said, “I 
was no longer a nobody, but 
somebody who had a monthly 
price tag above his head.”

Yet far from putting the 
control in the hands of sex 
workers, it stays with the 
bosses. 

For a start, bosses take 20 
percent of everything users 
make on the site. Founder 

Tim Stokely has a history of 
making his millions off of 
women’s bodies. He owned 
GlamGirls—a webcam 
TV channel—and then 
Customs4U, a website where 
audiences could request 
bespoke pornographic videos. 

Below the cosmetic tweaks, 
OnlyFans is just like any other 
element of the porn industry.

It mimics the kind of 
relationship between client 
and sex worker found at 
Spearmint Rhino or on a 
webcam site.

Sex workers, usually 
women, are paid to provide 
a highly distorted sexual 
product for men to buy.

Pornography—whether 
snapped on an iPhone or 
filmed in a studio—is far from 
true sexual liberation. 

It reduces sex and sexuality 
to a series of acts, focusing on 
those that are most profitable. 

So content creators aren’t 
exploring their own sexual 
desires, but providing what 
they think users will pay  
for. 

OnlyFans users are forced 
to compete with each other to 

get the most clicks and appear 
high on suggested content.

This often pushes creators 
to produce more explicit 
content to keep their 
subscribers happy—and keep 
the cash coming in. 

One student at Canterbury 
Christ Church University in 
Kent said, “When I first started, 
it was not explicit content, it 
was just lingerie stuff.

Content
“But when I got with my 
partner we decided that we 
could do explicit content 
because it would make more 
money.”

Some users want the 
so-called “girlfriend 
experience”—the idea that 
they’re paying for something 
more than just a faceless porn 
actress. 

And because fans have a 
direct line of communication 
to creators, some have to fake 
this identity through daily 
personal interactions. 

“I make sure to answer any 
message I get from a fan and 
to always communicate in a 
friendly manner,” said Jenny. 

“Around 40 percent of my 
income comes from private 
message tips, so it’s definitely 
important to show your 
appreciation.”

In a system where bosses 
try to profit from every part 
of life, sex is reduced to yet 
another opportunity to make 
money. 

OnlyFans isn’t the road 
to liberation—it’s another 
example of how sex and 
sexuality is distorted, 
repackaged and sold back to 
us. 

Pornography 
reduces sex to 
a series of acts, 
focusing on 
those that are 
most profitable

‘‘ 

COMMENT‘‘ ’’
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by TOMÁŠ TENGELY-EVANS

WHEN JAMES Baldwin was 
born in Harlem, New York, 
he was “set down in a ghetto” 
where society “intended you 
should perish”.

But he became one of the 
foremost writers of the Civil 
Rights struggles of the 1950s 
and 60s. 

His plays, novels and essays 
were an indictment of how 
oppression distorts people’s 
lives and he wrote poignantly 
about how racism persisted as 
the movements retreated. 

While life in Harlem wasn’t 
defined by the legal segrega-
tion of the US South, black 
people in the North suffered a 
different form of segregation.

Baldwin’s family was poor. 
He spent much of his time 
caring for his eight siblings, 
and faced police harassment 
from a young age. 

In a collection of essays, 
The Fire Next Time, Baldwin 
described the impact. “You 
were born where you were 
born and faced the future 
that you faced because you 
were black and for no other 
reason,” he wrote in one of 

the essays, a letter to his 
15 year old nephew.

“The l imits  of  your 
 amb i t i on  were ,  thus , 
expected to be set forever. 

“You were born into a 
society that spelled out with 
brutal clarity, and in as many 
ways as possible, that you 

were a worthless human 
being.”

His writ ings weren’t 
just a description of his 
 experiences, but a call to 
arms against racism.

H i s  r ad i ca l i sm  was 
influenced by the Harlem 
Renaissance, a movement 

that celebrated black culture 
and mixed it with socialist 
and nationalist politics. 

When  Ba ldw in  was 
15 years old, he’d sought 
out and got to know one of 
its leading lights, painter 
Beauford Delaney. He would 
later write that Delaney was 

“the first living proof, for me, 
that a black man could be an 
artist”. 

During his teenage years, 
Baldwin realised he was gay. 
His second novel, Giovanni’s 
Room, in 1956, dealt with 
sexual oppression more than 
a decade before the gay lib-
eration movement. 

This, initially, set him 
apart from other figures in 
the Civil Rights Movement 
who accepted homophobia. 

Escape
To escape Harlem, a 24 year 
old Baldwin travelled to 
Europe and settled in Paris, 
where he engaged with radi-
cal and anti-colonial politics. 

Baldwin returned to the 
US in 1957 in the midst of 
the Civil Rights Movement 
and reported on the battles in 
the US South. He travelled to 
Montgomery, Alabama, and 
Charlotte, North Carolina, 
where racists were resisting 
attempts to desegregate the 
schools. 

Baldwin identified with the 
Congress of Racial Equality 
and Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee. He 
toured the south and joined 

Martin Luther King’s “March 
on Washington for Jobs and 
Freedom” in 1963.

For Baldwin, the Civil 
Rights struggle was about the 
“liberation of the entire coun-
try”. He argued that “racism 
is crucial to the system to 
keep blacks and whites at a 
division so both were and are 
a source of cheap labour”. 

And Baldwin talked about 
his belief that socialism would 
come to the US. “The price of 
any real socialism here is the 
eradication of what we call 
the race problem,” he wrote. 
Although he remained scep-
tical of revolutionaries, asso-
ciating them with Stalinism. 

When Baldwin died of 
stomach cancer in France 
in 1987, he was working 
on Remember This House. 
It was a memoir centred on 
Civil Rights leaders Medgar 
Evers, Martin Luther King 
and Malcolm X. 

The manuscript formed 
the basis of the 2016 film, I 
Am Not Your Negro, bringing 
his writing and radicalism to 
a new generation.
This is part of a series about 
radical black lives Go to 
bit.ly/SWBlackLives

JAMES BALDWIN 

 A lifetime issuing an anti-racist call to arms

BALDWIN WAS a pioneer in theorising homophobia and racism
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 The story of how Corbyn’s  
 compromises led to defeat 
A new book— Left Out—about the Jeremy Corbyn project in the Labour Party reveals the 
tensions, contradictions and retreats that exist at the heart of the party, writes Nick Clark

 LEFT OUT is a book for peo-
ple who think Keir Starmer 

is doing a good job. But it also 
holds some valuable lessons for 
genuine socialists—and hard 
truths about the Labour Party.

It’s meant to be the inside story 
of Jeremy Corbyn’s leadership 
between Labour’s electrifying  
near-victory in the 2017 general 
election and its crushing defeat in 
2019.

Authors Gabriel Pogrund of 
the Sunday Times newspaper, 
and Patrick Maguire of the New 
Statesman magazine, interviewed 
around 100 people.

Some of the events they’ve pieced 
from anonymous interviews are 
contested. They should be treated 
with caution—the authors are no 
friends of the left.

But it’s no hatchet job either. 
It adds detail to the broad brush 
strokes of a picture already painted 
of Corbyn’s leadership.

Plotting
Left Out traces the origins of the 
Independent Group—right wing 
MPs who split from Labour. MPs 
who in February 2019 claimed they 
had exhausted attempts to “save” 
Labour and began plotting to leave 
a year earlier.

But the telling detail is how the 
split encouraged Corbyn into more 
compromises with the right. 

“Corbyn would make major con-
cessions in order to prevent any fur-
ther defections,” it says.

The book focuses on the 
constant pressures on Corbyn to 
compromise—and the splits and 
turmoil that created for what it 
labels “the Project”.

It describes situations where 
Corbyn and his allies try to hold 
out, but eventually give in to pres-
sure from within.

The  sp l i t  r e f l e c t ed  t he 

insurmountable problem faced 
by Corbyn. The aim was to get 
a socialist, Corbyn government 
elected. But that risked holding the 
party together.

John McDonnell—then shadow 
chancellor—is almost always 
pushing and manoeuvring Corbyn 
into “tactical” retreats.

“McDonnell obsessed over the 

pursuit of power—for without it 
Labour could never enact the gen-
uinely radical socialist programme 
he had spent his life fighting for,” 
says the book. “Corbyn, on the other 
hand, prioritised principle”.

Left Out tells how, at the start 
of Corbyn’s leadership, the left had 
to wage a war against hostile right 
wing Labour HQ staff. 

In trying to keep hold of the 
party’s machine, they played the 
same underhand tactics against 
each other.

The authors describe how the 
principles that made Corbyn leader 
made him unable to do it properly. 

He was unwilling to compromise, 
but also to make decisions—if only 
he was Keir Starmer, they say.

Corbyn was trapped by the logic 
of his position as Labour leader, 
buffeted by the contradictions that 
wore him down.

Improvised
He tries to overcome this—with an 
improvised speech trying to unite 
working class Leave and Remain 
supporters for example. 

But mostly he’s pulled back into 
the suffocating world of parliamen-
tary politics.

By the time of the 2019 elec-
tion, the energy and momentum 
has been sapped out of the Corbyn 
movement.

 The people around him don’t 
know how to recreate it.

Ins tead  o f  an  insurgent 
campaign, they have a chaotic series 
of stage-managed events and policy 
announcements.

It failed—and that failure was 
Corbyn’s. But the problem was the 
Labour Party.

 
On other pages...
The crimes of Captain Kimber  
>>Pages 14&15

ENTHUSIASM FOR Labour in York in 2017. The feeling wasn’t recreated in 2019    Picture: Neil terry 

 Right used Brexit and antisemitism smears against the left
 HUGE chunks of the book 
are given to the wrangling 

that pushed Corbyn into 
backing a second European 
Union (EU) referendum.

That decision is a big part 
of why Labour lost in 2019. 

Labour supporters who 
had voted for Brexit saw it 
for the betrayal that it was.

The book insists that at 
the beginning, Keir Starmer 
didn’t set out to push Labour 
into backing Remain. But it 
describes how the “six tests” 
he said any Brexit deal had to 
meet were “designed to fail”.

The authors describe how 
right wing factions Progress 
and Labour First saw Brexit as 
an opportunity to undermine 
Corbyn’s support. They hoped 
support for the EU among 

Labour’s membership could 
be turned against him.

Michael Chessum of the 
Another Europe is Possible 
campaign insists in the 
book that his aim wasn’t 
to “sabotage” Corbyn.

Yet anonymous right wing 
quotes boast of how they used 
Chessum to give their campaign 
“left wing authenticity”.

Early on, John McDonnell 
was convinced that backing 
Brexit could cost Labour the 
votes of Remain supporters, 
and therefore an election.

Together with Corbyn’s 
policy chief Andrew Fisher 
he drafted a new position on 
backing a customs union.

They deliberately hid this 
from Corbyn’s spin doctor 
Seamus Milne and chief 

of staff Karie Murphy, who 
thought Labour should respect 
the referendum result.

McDonnell, Starmer, and 
shadow cabinet 
ministers 
Diane Abbott 
and Emily 
Thornberry 
spoke at a 
right wing 
led rally for 
Remain—
deliberately 

contradicting Labour’s 
then position.

This led to Labour eventually 
backing a second referendum.

Another tragic story of 
Corbyn’s leadership is how 
the left allowed themselves 
to be painted as antisemitic.

Covered in a couple 
of chapters, the authors 
accept the narrative that 
antisemitism was a major 
problem on the left.

But they—almost 
reluctantly—admit 

that for the right 
the charge of 
antisemitism was 
tied to hatred 
of Corbyn’s 
opposition 
to Israel

Again, a 

big part of this story is of 
how the left calculated that 
giving in would somehow 
help his survival.

By the time of the BBC 
Panorama documentary, Is 
Labour Antisemitic? aired 
in 2019, Corbyn’s office 
messaged its prominent 
social media supporters not 
to challenge its premise. 

“‘DO NOT ADVANCE ANY 
GENERAL CRITICISMS of 
Panorama or the show,” 
they were warned.

The premise was that 
support for Palestinians led 
the left to antisemitism.

By the time of the election, 
the row wasn’t whether the left 
was antisemitic—but whether 
Corbyn had apologised  
enough.

 Jeremy Corbyn
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AN ANGRY and political atmosphere on last week’s London’s Trans+ Pride march Picture: Guy Smallman

Tories vote against new 
Grenfell Tower laws 
THE TORIES voted against 
putting into law fire safety 
recommendations made by the 
Grenfell inquiry.

MPs rejected Labour’s 
amendment to the Fire Safety 
Bill by 318 votes to 188 on 
Monday of last week. 

Among those who voted 
against the amendment was 
Felicity Buchan—the Tory MP 
for Kensington, where Grenfell 
Tower is located. Activist Moyra 
Samuels told Socialist Worker 
that “the community is furious 
over Buchan’s decision”. 

Recommendations from 
phase one of the inquiry 
included guidelines for carrying 
out evacuations of high-rise 
buildings. 

They would require the 
owners of multi-residential 

buildings to check fire doors 
every three months.

And owners would also have 
to provide paper and electronic 
versions of building plans to 
local fire services and carry out 
regular inspections of the lifts.

The Grenfell Inquiry’s 
Phase one report, published 
in October 2019, found the 
tower’s cladding did not 
comply with regulations. That 
was the “principal” reason for 
the rapid spread of the fire. 

The previous Tory housing 
secretary James Brokenshire 
had promised to implement the 
recommendations “in full” and 
“without delay”.

Yet the Tories have been 
disgracefully slow at making 
progress to removing 
flammable cladding elsewhere.

Anger on the streets at 
London Trans+ pride
by ISABEL RINGROSE 

A TRANS+ Pride protest hit the 
streets of central London last 
Saturday to call for transgender 
rights. 

Around 5 ,000 protes ters 
marched from Wellington Arch to 
a rally in Parliament Square.

They demanded “trans rights 
now”, reform to the Gender 
Recognition Act and an end to 
 violence against transgender 
people. 

Protesters celebrated their 
LGBT+ identity. But they ensured 
that the pride was not just a party. 
Many demonstrators chanted, 
“Pride is a protest” and, “Stonewall 
was a riot.”

The loud and angry atmosphere 
meant it was a political protest—
a huge difference from other pride 
events that have been hijacked by 
big corporations.

And placards challenged binary 
notions of gender and insisted that 
trans rights are human rights.

“It is so important that Trans+ 
Pride is a protest”, one protester 
told Socialist Worker. 

“Pride is now a corporate 
machine, and we can’t afford to 
party while trans people face the 
discrimination they do.”

Equalities
There was also anger at the 
Tories—and in particular at the 
women and equalities minister 
Liz Truss. 

S h e  r e c e n t l y  d e f e n d e d 
trans‑exclusionary single sex spaces 
and denying gender  reassignment 
 surgery to under 18s. 

Pro tes te r s  a l so  took  on 
author JK Rowling for recent 
 trans‑exclusionary comments.

Rob, a protester, told Socialist 
Worker, “I want to put pressure on 
the government to take trans rights 
seriously. 

“And I want to protest against 
the violence trans people face. Stop 
killing us and reform the Gender 
Recognition Act.”

The Tories announced in June 
that they would delay reforms to 
the Gender Recognition Act. 

Reforms included removing the 
need for a medical diagnosis before 
legally changing gender and giving 
legal recognition for non‑binary 
people. 

Many protesters understood 
the importance of solidarity and 
the need to bring LGBT+ people 
together against transphobia. 

Sophie, a speaker at the rally, 
said, “We are nothing on our own, 
together we are powerful. We have 
no community without liberation. 
We need a revolution now.”

Another demonstrator told 
Socialist Worker, “It is so impor‑
tant that we all stand in solidarity. 

That way we can raise the profile 
of the discrimination trans people 
face and add momentum to the 
movement.”

There was a large focus 
 throughout the demonstration on 
the urgency of fighting for black 
transgender lives.

“Black trans people need our 
attention”, a speaker told the 
crowd. “I’m fed up with waking 
up every day to hear another black 
trans person has been killed.” 

Protesters regularly chanted, 
“Black trans lives matter.” 

The march raised awareness 
of LGBT+ issues, raged at the 
Tories and showed defiance against 
transphobia.

This was only the second London 
Trans+ Pride, but its militancy 
means it is already an important 
event in the fight for change.

It showed the potential to 
 continue in a tradition of fighting 
against oppression.

 

On other pages...
The billionaires still cashing in 
during the virus crisis >>Page 2

HOMELESSNESS

Landlords can 
turf out tenants 
despite ban
PEOPLE WILL continue to be 
made homeless despite an 
extension of the ban on eviction 
enforcement announced by the 
Tories last week.  

The government has said 
bailiffs cannot evict people 
over Christmas in a so-called 
“winter truce”.

But the Shelter homelessness 
charity said this would not 
affect people who had been 
served with an eviction notice 
before August.  

Shelter’s Polly Neate added, 
“For renters served notice 
after August, the measures 
simply delay the threat of 
homelessness.”  

The “ban” also means people 
can still be evicted in “the most 
serious circumstances” which 
include anti-social behaviour.  

Even before the virus, 
homelessness was rising.  

Over 10,000 people were 
sleeping rough in London in the 
12 months to March, figures 
released last week showed. 
This is a 21 percent rise on the 
previous year, and more than 

double the numbers sleeping 
rough a decade ago.  

Meanwhile a campaign 
has forced a Tory council 
to backtrack on plans to 
fine people for sleeping in 
doorways. 

Tory councillors in 
Bournemouth, Christchurch and 
Poole in Dorset called for the 
fines to boost the economy.  

But after more than 6,000 
people signed a national 
petition against the plans, 
the council cabinet voted 
unanimously to reject them.  

Last week also saw a 
homeless, disabled father 
win a court victory against a 
discriminatory estate agent.  

Stephen Tyler was refused 
the chance to rent a flat 
because of the Birmingham 
estate agents’ “No DSS” rule. 
A court ruled that this was 
unlawful discrimination.  

It said the policy breached 
the Equality Act as it 
disproportionately affected 
people with disabilities, who 
were more likely to need help 
paying rent.
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      Tate workers stand 
firm in all-out strike 
by ISABEL RINGROSE

WORKERS ON strike at the 
Tate galleries in London 
marched  to a rally at 
Parliament Square last 
Saturday. 

It was the 24th day of their 
strikes against “draconian” 
cuts. Around 150 strikers 
marched, led by a PCS union  
culture group banner. 

Banners and  representatives 
from a range of unions 
attended to show solidarity, 
including Bectu, NEU, UCU, 
GMB and Unite.

Music, drums bells and 
whistles drew attention to 
the demonstration as  workers 
chanted, “Coronavirus, no 
excuse to fire us.”

Jobs
The strike is against the 
bosses’ decision to cut over 
300 jobs. 

It is also to demand that 
at least 10 percent of the 
 £7  million bailout the govern-
ment gave the Tate galleries is 
used to save jobs.

Striker Alice Rose told 
Socialist Worker, “I work at 
the Tate and 313 of my col-
leagues have been made 
redundant. 

“Despite the bailout from 
the government, they’re refus-
ing to save jobs. “I don’t think 
this is fair.”

A PCS representative told 
strikers, “We represent the 

most diverse and vulnerable 
members of the workforce. We 
say no to bosses on £100,000 
a year salaries and no to cuts 
to the most vulnerable.

“We’re not going to stop 
until we have a solution. 

“The cuts are not about 
their financial situation, they 
are a political choice.”

Another PCS member told 
Socialist Worker, “We are 
aware this fight is related to 
other cuts that affect many 
arts institutions.

“It’s clear they want the 
working class to pay the price 
of the pandemic. We are 

marching because we need 
more funding to stop the arts 
and culture sector dying.”

As well as job cuts at the 
Tate, 400 jobs were lost at the 
Southbank Centre last week. 

PCS union members there 
are balloting for strikes in 
response.

At the rally at Parliament 
Square, one speaker told the 
crowd, “It’s time art  workers 
were loved back for their 
work. And it’s only through 
collective struggle we can 
make that happen.”

It is vital workers are 
 supported to keep up the fight 

against cuts and job losses.
Donate to the strike fund at 
bit.ly/TateStrike. For solidarity 
details go to AgiTate on 
Facebook

nPCS UNION members in 
the Department for Work 
and Pensions have voted 
77.2 percent for strikes 
in a consultative ballot.

The union said there was a 
“strong turnout”. 

Bosses are trying to force 
workers into unsafe working 
hours, including extending 
opening times to Saturdays, 
and 8pm on weekdays.

TATE STRIKERS are determined to win Picture: Guy Smallman

Manchester 
bus protest
ABOUT 80 Unite union 
members and supporters 
cheered as rep Colin 
Hayden arrived at the 
Go-ahead bus depot in north 
Manchester last Friday. 

They are fighting attempts to 
sack and rehire 477 drivers on 
worse terms, and sack Colin for 
not going along with the attacks. 

“They put £3,000 per driver 
on the table. But members 
stand to lose £3,500 each year 
under the new conditions,” 
said one protester. 

“Then they upped it to 
£5,000, but Colin wouldn’t agree 
without talking to members. So 
they said they’re sacking him.” 

An indicative ballot showed 
that members are willing to 
consider industrial action if 
Go-Ahead don’t withdraw the 
attacks and re-instate Colin. 
Mike Killian

Soas ready 
for fightback
UNISON UNION members 
at Soas University of London 
are set to strike on Tuesday 
and Wednesday next week.

They are fighting to 
defend jobs and stop up to 
88 potential compulsory 
redundancies.

Workers voted resoundingly 
in favour of strikes, with some 
75 percent voting yes for action 
on a 72 percent turnout.

In addition Unison members 
will start continuous action 
short of a strike, including 
working to rule and the 
withdrawal of goodwill.
lSend messages of support to 
unison@soas.ac.uk or tweet 
@SOASUNISON Make 
donations to the hardship fund 
at bit.ly/SoasFund or pay into 
account Soas Unison Fund, 
sort code 60-83-01, account 
49022162, reference IAF2020

Bosses take 
the biscuit
WORKERS WHO make Wagon 
Wheels and Jammie Dodgers 
plan further walkouts over pay. 

The 200 GMB union 
members at the Burton’s Biscuits 
Company in Edinburgh were 
set to hold 24-hour walkouts 
on Wednesday this week and 
Wednesday of next week. 

They began an indefinite 
overtime ban and work to rule 
and struck for 24 hours on 
Wednesday of last week.

Workers are furious at bosses’ 
offer of a 1.6 percent “rise”. 

Benny Rankin, GMB 
Scotland organiser, said the 
union’s 7 percent claim was 
reasonable and would increase 
pay by just “65 pence an hour 
for the lowest paid”. He added 
that many of the workers make 
around £10 an hour.
lTweet messages of support to  
@GMBScotOrg

Brighton council battle  
WORKERS AT Brighton 
and Hove City Council’s 
building maintenance 
department struck for 
five days last week in 
a dispute over terms, 
conditions and sick pay. 

The workers, members 
of the GMB union, had 
been working for private 
contractor Mears when 
the dispute first began. 

When they were 
transferred back in-house 
to the council the dispute 
transferred with them. A 
plan put forward by the 
union to resolve matters 

has been rejected by the 
council, which has effectively 
broken off negotiations. 

Gary Palmer, the 
union’s full-time officer, 
condemned the Green 
Party-led council’s attitude.  

He said workers are 
completely united in 
their determination to 
win this dispute. 

If the council continues 
to stonewall, there 
will be further strikes 
from 28 September.
lTweet messages of support to 
@jannerinsussex
Steve Guy

BUSES UNIVERSITIES FOOD WORKERS
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CULTURE WORKERS

ALCOHOL AND drug rehab 
workers in Wigan and Leigh 
are returning to the picket 
lines in their long-running 
fight for pay equality.

Unison union members 
at the Addaction charity—
recently rebranded We Are 
With You—plan ten days of 
strikes from next Monday, 
21 September. 

They were outsourced 
from the NHS to Addaction, 
which runs the rehabilitation 
service on a contract from 
the Labour council.

Workers held a series of 
walkouts before coronavirus 
to demand that the 
subcontractor gives them 
NHS rates of pay.

One Unison member said 
“most workers are resolute” 
a year after their dispute 
began. 

“In our last ballot we had 
an 87 percent turnout and a 
100 percent vote for strikes,” 
he told Socialist Worker. 

“For many of us, this was 
the first time we had taken 
industrial action. 

“It’s a caring profession 

so you don’t want to impact 
on vulnerable people, but 
the hope is the impact of 
disruption will make the 
employer listen.

“When we were 
transferred, the employer 
gave us a letter saying they 
would honour NHS Agenda 
for Change pay rates.”

But Addaction “then said 
they didn’t have a legal duty 
to stick to it”. 

“They claim to be an 
ethical organisation,” the 
worker said, “but they aren’t.” 

Addaction bosses have 
tried to fob workers off 
with offers that avoid pay 
inequality. 

The workers had already 
suffered a decade of pay 
freezes and stagnation when 
they were employed by 
the NHS. The worker said, 
“Addaction started seeing 
our salaries as a cost not a 
reward for what’s done.” 
lFor donation details go to 
bit.ly/RehabStrike Tweet your 
messages of support to  
@NorthWestUNISON 
Tomáš Tengely-Evans  

Wigan rehab resistance

OBITUARY
Daniela Briggs 
1969-2020
WE RECEIVED the sad news 
that our friend and comrade, 
Daniela Briggs, died in the 
early hours of 4 September.

Daniela was not afraid 
to stand up for her socialist 
principles. She joined the 
Socialist Workers Party in 
2015, but had been politically 
active for years before that.

She was particularly 
involved in anti-racist work, 
having been a member of 
Stand Up To Racism (SUTR) in 
Harlow since its inception.

Following the Boston 
marathon bombings in the 
US, Daniela helped organise a 
“Love Harlow, Hate Racism” 
rally and multicultural festival 
in the town. 

She was a key organiser 
of the refugee aid convoys to 
Calais, sorting and packing 
the gifts but refusing to take 

credit for her key role. After 
the antisemitic attacks in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, in 
2018, Daniela was a member 
of the delegation from Harlow 
SUTR who attended the local 
synagogue in solidarity with 
the Jewish community.

A worker with Harlow 
council, Daniela felt 
passionately about issues 
of housing and benefits. 
Acutely aware of the 
devastation caused by the 

inhumane system, she often 
helped people with benefit 
applications in her spare time.

She was a loving mother to 
her three children—Jasmine, 
a nurse in London, and Toby 
and Daniel who are still at 
school.

Daniela fought hard 
to ensure that there was 
appropriate special needs 
support in place at her 
children’s school and formed 
a Tourette’s support group for 
parents.

Following the diagnosis of 
an aggressive sarcoma last 
year, Daniela continued to 
engage politically on social 
media while also raising 
awareness of sarcoma.

She married her partner 
Tony in February this year and 
we extend our condolences 
to him, to Jasmine, Toby and 
Daniel, to Daniela’s brother 
Nick and to her parents 
Margarete and Denis.
Harlow SWP 

Daniela Briggs
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 Anti-racists across Britain turn out for a day of action
ACTIVISTS HELD a 
national day of action 
as the hearing in the 
murder trial of George 
Floyd began last Friday.

Supporters of Stand 
Up To Racism (SUTR) 
staged rallies and 
protests in towns and 
cities across Britain.

Around 100 people 
gathered in Sheffield 
city centre and took the 
knee for eight minutes 
and 46 seconds, the 
time that cops knelt on 
George Floyd’s neck. 

On the same evening 
around 60 people 
rallied inside the 
St John’s Church in 

Stratford, east London. 
Around 25 people 

took the knee in Acton, 
west London, last 
Friday in solidarity 
with George Floyd.

Over 40 people took 
the knee outside the US 
embassy in Vauxhall, 
south London.

Weyman Bennett, 
SUTR co-convenor, said, 
“This is not a moment, 
this is a movement.

“No more divide and 
rule by the rich and 
powerful who use racism 
as a tool to defend 
inequality in society.”

Meanwhile, around 
50 supporters of 

Wandsworth SUTR turned 
up last Saturday to stop 
the planned eviction of 
two black stall holders 
in Tooting Market.

Police had carried 
out a drugs raid. 

The market threatened 
to evict Chris, who runs 
The Lone Fisherman, 
even though they had 
not found any drugs 
on the premises. 

Pressure has forced 
the landlord to offer 
Chris a new lease. 

Maurice Mcleod, a 
Labour councillor and anti-
racist activist, was one of 
the people who supported 
Chris. Before the eviction 

was stopped he said, 
“The way Chris has been 
treated is appalling. 

“Tooting is a diverse, 
vibrant place and the 
market has been at the 
heart of this for years.

“There seems to be a 
real move to get rid of the 
longer standing market 
traders and turn the 
market into a trendy place.

“For someone to lose 
their livelihood without 
doing anything wrong 
seems really unfair.”

A national day of action to 
say Refugee Lives Matter is 
planned for this Saturday. 
For details see Stand Up To 
Racism on Facebook

  REFUGEES DEFY  
  STATE ATTACKS
by NICK CLARK   

THOUSANDS OF refugees 
were still without shelter on 
the Greek island of Lesvos 
as Socialist Worker went to 
press. 

A huge fire destroyed the 
Moria refugee camp, where 
some 13,000 people were 
held, on Tuesday of last 
week.

They’ve been left on the 
roadside, with no shelter, 
food or water provided by the 
authorities. 

But the Greek government 
did send some 500 extra riot 
cops to the island to keep 
them contained.

Cops attacked refugees 
with tear gas and batons 
when thousands of them 
marched to demand freedom 
and safety last Friday.

Pol ice had kept the 
refugees penned in on a road 
just outside the island’s main 
town of Mytilene for days 
and prevented them from 
entering.

T h e  r e f u g e e s  a r e 
demanding that they are 
evacuated from Lesvos and 
allowed to find safety in 
mainland Europe.

Most had arrived in Lesvos 
after making a dangerous sea 
crossing from Turkey. But 

thanks to European Union 
border laws designed to keep 
them out, they’ve been held in 
the overcrowded camp until 
their claims are assessed—
and are often deported.

The huge fire began after 
authorities placed the camp 
under lockdown when some 

refugees tested positive for 
coronavirus.

One refugee living in 
Lesvos told Socialist Worker 
the camp had been placed 
under forced quarantine 
for 14 days—and subject to 
lockdowns since March. 

That meant refugees were 

trapped even more tightly 
in squalid and dangerous 
conditions.

“It made people angry, 
because nothing is being 
done to protect us,” he told 
Socialist Worker.

“We want nothing more 
now than what we’ve been 

asking for a long time. 
Evacuate Moria. It’s not safe 
at all.”

Yet rather than evacuate 
the refugees, the right 
wing Greek government is 
planning to construct new, 
closed camps on the island. 

It has already built a 

temporary camp on the 
island to house some 3,000 
refugees. 

But that means at least 
8,500 more will be left 
without shelter.

A group of Syrian and Arab 
refugees called the Moria 
White Helmets reported 
on Friday, “Many of us are 
missing tents, blankets, 
sleeping bags. 

“No place with toilets. 
No showers. People are still 
carrying the ashes from the 
fire because where would 
they wash it off? 

“Wounded people who 
need medical treatment are 
not receiving enough medical 
attention.”

Some reports say gangs of 
fascists have tried to attack 
the refugees. 

But local organisations 
have also organised to send 
supplies and demonstrate in 
solidarity.

Anti-racists protested on 
Friday and Saturday, and 
trade unions called rallies 
and actions on Monday and 
Tuesday of this week.

The Lesvos workers ’ 
centre said these are “To 
demand that all refugees and 
immigrants be released now 
and that Lesvos and the other 
islands not become prisons 
for human souls.”

AN ANTI-RACIST mobilisation in Athens Picture: Keerfa   

Over 50 turned out to stop an eviction in Tooting, south London
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